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ABSTRACT
Ail mcthixis of iliflened raft foundation design for expansive soils require an estimate of Ihe undKlying soil 
stiffness ulbeit that the paramet# is expressed in different ways depending on the design parameters cm- 
ployed- However, there is no generally accepted method to determine soil stiffness, either in the laboratory
In this work ocdometcr and biaxial tests were conducted on highly expansive Onderstepoort clay to deter­
mine the range of modulus values that the different tests would give. The biaxial tests were as follows: 
drained and undrained triaxiai tests and confined and unconfmcd biaxial tests on samples held at constant 
moisture contents. The oedometer tests conducted were as Allows : swell under load tests, compression at 
constant moisture content tests, swell under load tests with subsequent unloading and reloading and constant 
rate ofsbain oedometer tests.
The criterion that is used to evaluate which is the best test depends on how closely the field stress path is 
followed in the laboratory. A recommended test is consequently the swell under load lest because this test 
models, fairly closely, the interaction of the raft with the soil once the soil beneath it begins to swell. Further, 
modulus values from this test corrdaie very well with the modulus required to predict actual raft behaviour 
using a finite element program, Triaxiai tests on saturated samples were considered to be unrealistic because
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4.0 Introduction.
Expansive clay profiles are found in many areas of South Africa and, as a result, the local building industry 
has often been faced wilh the challenge of building light structure (such as houses) in these arias. As is now 
well known, if Ihe foundation for these houses are not carefully designed to withstand differenlUl movements 
caused by heave, then severe distress can occur in the structure.
The Division of Building Technology of the CSiR In Pretoria (formerly the National Building Research In­
stitute) has long been involved in helping the building industry overcome some of ihese problems. Their ap­
proach has been one of conducting research into the behaviour of stiffened rail foundations with the object 
of developing a suitable design package. This design package is based on a linear clastic finite element model 
which adopts the 'plate on mound' approach. Very briefly, this method models the swell occurring undo- light 
structures by assuming that a slab is placed on an already formed mound of known genmetry. For a known 
raft stiffness, the edge deflection and stresses in the raft can then be calculated.
One of ihe input parameters required for this package is the stillness of the underlying soil and it is here that 
much research into Ihe correct assessment of this factor has been done by Ihe Division of Building Tech­
nology. In this research, emphasis has been placed on the determination of the modulus from field trao (such 
as plate tests and pressurcmctcr tests) as well as from the back analysis of full scale raft foundations con­
structed at OnderstepoorL
The aim of this project therefore, is to continue this work by supplying moduli values from difierent labora­
tory tests on Ondcrstcpoort day so as to gain a complete picture of the range in moduli values that can be 
expected from dilTcrent tests. From the back analysis mentioned previously, the modulus values which allow 
for the correct raft simulation are now known and consequently, the laboratory tests which give moduli values 
within the required range and which model ihe field stress path most closely can be highlighted. In addition, 
the combination of Ihe field and laboratory data wilt also prove interesting in itself and could be useful in 
applications olher than in sliflened'raft design (such as road coos miction).
Note that the emphasis of this report lies in the laboratory testing of ihe material and not so much in the 
theory of stiffened raft foundations.
This report is divided into three main parts: the first section deals wilh a very broad literature survey which 
discusses the general concepts of expansive day technology, Ihe concept of soil stiiTness in various siffened 
raft foundation packages and the laboratory techniques used in expansive soil technology. The second part
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contains a description of the laboratory tests performed and a presentation of the results, This section is di­
vided into two parts which deal with the triaxial and oedomelcr tests respectively. Lastly, in Che third section, 
the moduli values from all the laboratory tests arc < cvicwcd and the best laboratory technique to determine 
the modulus is discussed.
With regard to the literature survey, it must be borne in mind that this section has been written from a point 
of view of gaining a fed for the vast subject of expansive soil technology, Thus, many lines of thought are 
presented in the literature survey which are not further developed in the laboratory work. A good example 
of this is the axis translation technique which was not attempted in the laboratory because of the limitation 
of time. The material in the literature survey was also collected over a lengthy period of time and thus, in 
some cases, the experimental techniques used differ slightly r om those suggested in the Dieraturr survey.
In conclusion, the value of the soil stiffness determined by the method recommended in this work should lead
LITERATURE SURVEY
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5.0 General Principles in Expansive Soil 
Technology.
5.1 Effective Stresses in Partially Saturated Soils
For saturated soifs the principle of effective slrcss originally proposed by Terzaghi in 1923 has proved to be 
of fundamental importance in understanding the mechanical behaviour of saturated soils. The principle of 
effective stress simply states that: 'for saturated soilri all measurable effects of a change in slrcss such as 
compression, distortion and a change in shearing resistance arc exclusively due to changes in the cTTectivc 
slrcss\'',Mriand 1965). For saturated soils the effective stress is defined as I t :  JiflTercnce between the total 
stress a and the pore-water pressure u.
The question now arises as to whether or not the principle of effective stress applies to unsaturated soils as 
well. A modified form of the effective stress equation was first proposed by Bishop in 1959 and can be stated 
in a mathematical form as follows:
<r' = (<r -  -  u j  0)
a' — Effective Stress 
<r= Total Stress. 
v,=- Poresur Pressure 
u»- Pore-water Pressure 
X -  An empirical factor
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To prove the validity of equation 1 Bishop and Donald (1961) performed drained triaxial lesis in a modified 
Iriaxial apparatus whereby ai/i, and u . could be controlled. In these tests liic absolute values of <rj,u, and 
u_ were all varied in such a way so as to keep (crj —u«) and («, — uT) constant. The results showed that in spite 
of the variations in crj.u, and u. no significant diangc in the axial stress-strain response was noted.
Burland (1965) has however, contested the assumption that the use of the cITective stress principle for partially 
saturated soils is always valid because, on wetting, some partially saturated soils (especially sands) collapse. 
He claimed that this is a violation of the cReciire itress principle bccausc, due U> w/lting, there is a reduction 
in the cflectivc stress (the suction term is reduced) which should resuit in a volume increase. On the other 
band. Blight (1965) has postulated that this behaviour is due to a structural breakdown of the soil skeleton 
(or fabric) and therefore cannot be related to the principle of edictivc stress. Blight (1965) has also shown that 
this collapse behaviour is only limited to a small critical range of suctions. For values of suction outside this 
range The collapsing sand expands upon effective stress decrease (Figure 1). Hence the collapse phenomenon 
applies a limitation to die use of the elTcctivc stress principle, but occurs as a consequence of the principle 
(Blight 1965).
 COU-APSC AT
/  CRITICAL SUCTION
ISOTROPIC STRESSES (<r-Uy> AND kr-UelLS/W*
Curve for the swelling ef partly saturate 
(<r — u,)i Swelling took place under decreas
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There are however many other problems associated with the direct use of equation 1. One major problem 
involves determining a suitable value of z because it b  most often not known and is difiicult to determine. 
This is because % is not a  constant over a particular stress range due to its dependence on soil suction, as 
well as the fact that it is dependent on the slress-path being followed (Blight 1965).
To simplify the analysis of partially saturated soil behaviour, a slress-path analysis has been proposed 
(Aitchison 1973). This entails performing laboratory tests on undisturbed samples whereby the sample is 
subjected to the various stress components in the correct order in which they would occur in the field. Thus 
the relevant soil properties may be quantified even though the actual values of effective stress remain un­
known (Aitchison 1973). „
The concept of soil suction has already been mentioned in the section dealing with effective stresses. However, 
this concept is very important when It comes to expansive soil behaviour because it is often found that it is 
the dominant term determining the stress-strain response of the soil in the longer term fie. over a period of 
years). For this reason the concept of soil suction will be explained in more detail.
Soil suction can be evaluated from the following two points of view:
• Soil suction contributes directly to the effective stress in the sample, as already indicated in equation I. 
Menisci form at grain to grain contacts which, due to their very small radii of curvature, develop large 
negative pressures in the pore-fiuid (Figure 2).
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5.2 Soil Suction in Partially Saturated Soils
Pore • water under large negative 
pressure. This pressure is inversely 
proportional to the radius of 
curvature of the menkcus
Figure 2. Action of porc-wutcr in partially saturated soils (Alter Burlitnd 1965).
This results in a  large increase in the normal force P (and Hence the effective stress) acting between 
particles. On the other hand, rcr.oval of the suction in Ihe soil causes these large internal forces to be 
released, resulting in swell (Bracklcy 1983).
live to a pool of pure water located outside tile soil at the same elevation (Sncthcn 1980). Hence, if the 
pure water is brought into contact with a soil having a suction component, an energy gradient will be 
set up causing water to flow into the soil until the system is in equilibrium. In so doing, an amount of 
energy is dissipated which Is numerically equal to the work done on the soil to create a suction in the 
soil in the first place. This energy is dissipated by means of overcoming friction and by expanding the 
soil lattice (Sncthcn 1980). In mis context soil suction can also be seen as a 'soil's affinity for water' 
(Peter 1979) and can be regarded as the basic driving force behind moisture changes in partially satu­
rated soils.
Soil suction is the result of the following 3 factors (Peter 1979);
1. Surface tension effects: As has already been discussed, the small radii of curvature of the menisci at the 
air/walcr interface causes large negative pressures in the pore-fluid between grains. If a  sufficiently largo
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external load is applied, this component of suction could reduce as the soil lends towards a higher degree 
of saturation. Also, the smaller the water content, the greater the surface tension clfects.
2. Adsorption: Clay particles possess a net negative surface charge which attracts the bipolar water mole­
cules constituting the pore-fluid.
3. Osmotic imbibition: The pore-water of a soil can contain large quantities of dissolved salts. These dis-
Matrix suction is denoted as the sum of adsorption and surface tension effects, while osmotic imbibition is 
simply denoted as osmotic suction. Total suction then becomes the sum of matrix and osmotic suctions and 
is sometimes measured in terms of the pF scale where:
pF-logto(suctian in cm water)
For any given soil, the vak-e of total suction is dependent on the Ibilowmg factors (Bishop and Blight 1963, 
Mou 1981):
a)Dry density
b)Waler content
c)The stress difference (<r — u,)
d)The concentration of ions in the pore-water; and 
eJThe nature of the soil fabric.
As a consequence, it is difficult to relate water content directly to suction, which implies that water content 
should not be used as a descriptor of the state of a partially saturated soil.
Tests done by Mou (1981) on an expansive soil (PI = 32) indicate the relative magnitude of the influence 
of dry density and water content on the matrix suction of a st ■ specimen ( Figure 3and Figure 4). The re­
sults were obtained from a modified suction controlled ocdometcr which wtfl 6c described in a Cater section. 
These figures clearly indicate that the water content of a soil is the predominant contributor to a particular 
value of matrix suction. Also, as shown bt these two figures, the type of soil compaction used in the laboratory 
can influence the value of suction measured. Mou (1981) ascribes this phenomenon to the different types of 
soil fabric which are produced by these two methods of compaction. Anotlier factor influencing the value of 
suction measured in a remoulded laboratory specimen is the length of time elapsed between sample prepa­
ration and suction determination. Typical curves for an expansive day with a  °I of J9 is shown In 
Figure 5 and is denoted as sample A. The curve for kaolin has been included to show that the trend of 
suction development with time is independent of the soB type for statically compacted material. From this
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; Mou (loc. ciL) concluded lhal for ihis particular material, tijc curing period should last for i
• dry density relaliorabips for an expansive clays 'Plasticity index of 32 (Mou 1981).
Figure S. Changes in (he soil sucliwi of compacted soil specimens wi<h curing lime (Moa 1981)
Mou (1981) has also shown that there is a unique relationship between the initial auction of a specimen, 
pcrccnl swell and swelling pressure regardless of the cause of the suction which may be due to variations in 
the initial dry density or in the initial’ water content. The relationship between initial suction and percent swell 
is shown in Figure 6.Thc points on the graph all hi./edifl'cring values of initial water content and dry density, 
but due to the fact thal all the points lie on a relatively smooth curve, cne can only conclude that the initial 
suction is the controlling factor in determining swell behaviour
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Figure 6. Percent swell initial suction relationship for an expansive clay. (Mon 1981).
5.3 The Axis-Translation Technique
Tl it is impossible to work directly with suctions greater than SOkPa in the laboratory because the water in 
the porc-water pressure measuring svtiem cavitates (Bishop and Blight 1963). To measure greater suctions, 
the axis-translation technique is used. The basic principle is to raise the pore-air pressure of the sample and, 
assuming that all the voids are interconnected, the pore-water pressure should increase by the same amount, 
thus leaving the suction in the sample unchanged. If the pore-air pressure is elevated sulfidenUy, a stage will 
be reached where the pore-water pressure is zero. At this point the pore-air pressure can be regarded as being 
equal to the suction in the sample (Olson and Langfetder 1965). The axis-translation technique is so named 
because it translates the origin of reference for the pore-water pressure measurement, from standard atmo­
spheric conditions to the final air pressure value (Booking and Fredlund 1980). Through the use of this 
technique Bishop and Blight (1963) managed to measure suctions as large as 430kPa (pF3,69).
An instrument used to measure suctions, using the axis-translation technique, is the pressure plate cell 
(Figure 7). Results showing the porc-water response to applied air pressure are shown in Figure 8. Notice
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that the dope of the line is close to 45 degrees as is to be expctied, which implies that the final applied air 
pressure is equal to (he extrapolated negative pore-water pressure.
One of the problems that arise when using the axis-translation technique occurs when samples with very 
large sutiions are initially placed on the porous stone. It has been noted that, due-lo this large suction, there 
is a tendency for the water in the pore water pressure measuring system to cavitate almost immediately (Olson 
and Langfdder 1965). A possible solution to Iho problem is 10 either assemble the cell very rapidly and apply 
a large air pressure as quickly as possible, or *o open the flushing valve momentarily ( Figure 7) while the 
cell is being assembled. The latter solution has been successfully used by Olson and langfdder (1965), but 
it induces a time lag of approximately 30 minutes before the full suction can be measured. The former sol­
ution causes the air pressure to 'overshoot' the actual suction value because the sample has finite air 
permeability, which means that a very large air pressure is required initially to penetrate to the base of the 
sample (Olson and Langfeider 1965).
Another problem that may arise, if longer testing limes are required, is the diffusion of sir through the porous 
stone. This will cause the actual suction valve to be underestimated (Docking and Frcdlund 1980). To remedy 
this problem, an elevated positive pore-water pressure can be "ised (ie. not zero) and therefore the estimated 
suction becomes the applied pore-air pressure less the measured pore-water pressure.
Usually the maximum suction that can be measured by means of the axis-translation technique is determined 
by the air-entry value of the porous disc placed below the sample. The air-enuy value corresponds to the 
maximum air pressure thal can be applied before air is forced through the disc.
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Figure 7. Pressure Platt Cell (Oison and Langfclder 1965)
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Figure 8. Influence of air pressure on Ibe measured pere-waler pressure (Olson and Langfclder (1965).
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5.4 Mechanism o f Swell Below Buildings and Associated 
Structural Measures.
The mechanism of swell below buildings is bcsl illustrated by experiments conducted by De Bruin (1973) 
who investigated the behaviour of different surfacc covers placed on expansive profile over a .-iod of five 
years. Two oi these covers consisted of a plastic cover and a fallow area respectively. The fallow area was 
prepared by means of a defoliant. Surprisingly, the heave of the fallow area was very similar to that of re­
corded undo: the plastic cover. This led Williams and Pidgeon (1981) to conclude tiiat "the most significant 
change in loading made to a building site, ie to the stress change in the soil, is considered to be the the re­
moval of the vegetation - all other effects such as imposed foundation loads, drainage or lowering of the 
ground water table, relief of stress on CKcavai'on are of secondary importance". In other words, the placement 
of a surface cover implies the elimination of transpiration which fundamentally disturbs the original moisture 
equilibrium between the soil and the atmosphere. As a  consequence, moisture gradually accumulates beneath 
the cover causing a reduction in suction resulting in swell,
The special construction techniques employed to reduce damage caused by heaving soil are briefly listed 
below (Louyr 1988, Williams ct al IVES):
1. Excavation of expansive soil under the foundation and replacement with non-expansive soil material 
which is well compacted. This technique is only applicable in areas whcre expansive profile is shallow.
2. AfijroJalcd or 'open joint" construction which divides the house i'lo  4msllcr, stable units by means of 
movement joints or window openings of full height. Sections between the movement joints should be 
provided with both vertical and horizontal reinforcement. Generally, oper joint construction should 
not be used in areas were the total heave b expected to exceed 30mm.lt must also be realised that 
sti uctures build by this technique will still require occasional maintenance such as the patching of cracks 
during the life of the structure.
3. Stiffened raft foundations consisting of reinforced slab and beams which are stiff enough to rcducc dif­
ferential deflections. It is generally uneconomical to provide a rail stiff enough to allow for the use of 
solid brickwork (ie no joints) and therefore, articulated brickwork is usually employed in conjunction 
with stiffened rafts. This method has been used extensively in Australia, the USA and South Africa no 
doubt due to its low cost relative to other construction techniques.
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4. Anchor piles founded in ihe stable soil layer beneath the layer of heaving soil. The structure is then 
erected on a slab or beam on top of the piles in such a way that it is isolated entirely from the soil surface 
and the heaving clay. The piles must be either designed to resist tensile forces generated by heaving or. 
alternatively, the piles must be isolated from the surrounding soil. In the case of augercd piles, this can 
be achieved by drilling ?n oversize hole through the expansive layer, casting the pile within a permanent 
casing and then Riling the annular void with vermiculite. The cost of forming the void below light 
structures is usually expensive so this technique is best used in heavy structures.
5. Pre-wetting is applied to allow the profile to expand before the structure is build. It generally works 
better for larger structures because seasonal moisture changes below smaller structures prevent the 
moisture content from stabilising. Differential heaves are therefore not eliminated.
After the building has been erected, further care should be taken to ensure that the moisture content of the
soil below the structure remain as stable at possible. This can be achieved by allowing no trees or shrubs to
be planted near the structure and by permitting no garden watering too dose to the structure.
5.5 Summary
1. The effective stress equation proposed by Bishop (equation I) identifies two stress state variables which 
effects partially saturated soil bchawour. These two variables are the total stress (o — u,) and the matrix 
suction (u, — u.). In the laboratory, the exact effective stress operative in a sample is not quantified 
but rather, as far as possible, the correct stress path as occurring i t the field js  emulated.
2. Matrix suction or soil suction is a measure of the potential energy within a soil. Dissipation of this energy 
through wetting causes soil lattice expansion. In this contest, soil suction can also be regarded as the 
basic driving force behind moisture changes in partially saturated soils.
3. Besides the water content. tl|c soil suction is also influenced by other factors such as dry density, the 
concentration of ions in the pore water and by the nature of the soil fabric. Therefore, water content 
should not be used as a descriptor of the stale of of a partially saturated soil. Further, there is a unique 
relationship between the initial suction of a sample, percent swell and swelling pressure regardless of the 
cause of the suction which may be due to variations in the initial dry density or in the initial wafer 
content
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4. The axis Iranslation technique is a powerful tool for achieving large suctions in the laboratory, but the 
maximum suction that can be measured by this tedinique is limited by Ihe air entry value of ike porous 
stone placed below the sample.
5. The most significant change in loading made to a building site, ie to the stress change in the soil, is 
considered to be Ihe the removal of the vegetation - all other effects such as imposed foundation loads, 
drainage or lowering of the ground water table, relief of stress on excavation are of secondary impor­
tance. The special construction techniques employed to reduce damage by heaving soil to light struc­
tures include excavation and replacement, articulated construction, slilfened rails, pre-wetting and 
anchor piles. On a relative cost basis, stiffened rafts have been shown to be one of the cheaper tech-
■ j
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6.0 The Equivalent E-Value in Stiffened Raft 
Foundation Design.
6.1 Introduction to Stiffened Raft Foundation Design.
At present there are at least 17 different methods and/or approaches used for the design of stiffened rails on 
expansive soil (Reilisier 1987). For all of these procedures, the basic principle is to recognise that the changing 
support offered by swelling or shrinking soil is unpredictable in character due to extraneous circumstances 
such as garden watering and desiccation by trees. Consequently, these design procedures are based on the 
most likely mechanism of soil distortion (Lylton and Meyer 1971 and Pile 1987).
Figure 9 displays tvo likely long term slab distortion modes which are recognised in design. The: are the 
edge heave mode (sagging condition) or the centre heave mode (hogging condition). In South Africa only 
centre hearing is considered in design because it has been found to be by far the major cause of cracking 
in buildings located on expansive soil profiles in this country (Pidgcon 1980a).
Most of the above mentioned design procedures use the plate-on mound' approach. This approach assumes 
that an clastic footing is placed on an already formed mound which is taken to be that which would occur 
under an impermeable membrane of the same size as the proposed foundation (Williams et ul 1985). 
Figure 10 shows how this ccnlre-heave mode is idealised in a typical design procedure with some of the as­
sociated design input parameters.
The stiffened rail assumes to deflect towards the shape of the soil surface while at the same time 'sinking' . 
slightly into the soil (Woodbum 1979). Obviously, this design procedure significantly simplifies the true situ­
ation in the field because, in practice, the mound would form only after the foundation was cast due to the 
elimination of transpiration as has already been discussed.
In this section, the major design procedures will be reviewed in terms of their recommendations concerning 
the correct E-value. Where possible, actual values will be given and the relative importance of estimating the 
correct E-value will be discussed. Finally, please note that in this section. E-value subgrade modulus and swell 
stiffness will be used interchangeably. It is fell that this is justifiable because they all refer to the soil mound's 
response to load, even though they have differing precise definitions.
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figure 10. IdcaGsed initial mound shape-cenlre doming (WiDiams et al 1985).
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6.2 Definition o f  Soil Stiffness in raft design techniques
6.2.1 L ytton 's design method (1971):
Lytton defines a 'subgrade modulus' to dcscribc the elastic properties of the soil mound. This modulus is 
defined in Ihe following way (Lyuon and Mcyw 1971); 'If there is no pressure on its surface, the soil will swell 
xmm. if b units of pressure are applied, the soil will swell x-a mm. The pressure swell deficit modulus b/a is 
the modulus to be used. O'Neill and Poormoayed (1980), in their review of foundation design on expansive 
soil, define the subgrade modulus from an unloading curve (Figure 11). This curve is obtained by allowing 
a soil sample to develop a maximum swell pressure under zero volume change in the oedomclcr. The sample 
is then unloaded in increments until full swell is readied under zero load.
The subgrade modulus can then be defir
Poormoayed are trying to define the same modulus, but whether or not these I
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in a recent paper presented by Williams et a! (1985), the method of obtaining the suhgradc modulus, as 
proposed by LyBon, was questioned. It was fell that a 'deformation under load-parameter should rather he 
used because it simulates the long-term stiffness of the soil alter mound formation more closely.
Lytton and Meyer (£971) also recommended dial in the snrinkagc condition the subgradc modulus to be 
used, would be a slope or secant ofa long-term pressure-deformation curve for a soil column down to a depth 
of negligible movement'. Lastly, for the Lytton method, an accurate measure of the subgradc modulus is not 
required because the final output is relatively insensitive to changes in the value of the subgrade modulus 
(Pidgcon 1980b).
6.2.2 Design method proposed by W alsh (1978):
Walsh (1978), stales that the swcli-stifihcss (It) correclly models the Iboting/soll interaction. His definition of 
k is the same as that used by Lytlon to describe the subgrade modulus and can be expressed in a math­
ematical form as follows:
P”  Soil pressure on base of footing (MPa).
k=  Subgrade modulus (MPa/m).
y -  Free swell of soil with no vertical load (m).
6= Equilibrium position after load has been applied (m).
Walsh (locxiL) does however, have the following additional comments to make:
1. A linear relationship between P and 5) should not be assumed.
2. The swcll-stiHbess. as defined in equation 2, does not 'suggest any superposition of pressure on a mound 
that has developed its hill swell y".
3. Swell-stiffness cannot be related to the elastic property of the soil because it is related more to swell 
sensitivity. However, the conventional modulus of subgrade reaction may be taken as an upper limit to 
the value of k.
Walsh (1978), suggests the following method for finding the sweii-stiffness:
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hich would
The samples are allowei 
as shown in Figure $2.
12. Swdl-pr
Under a given foundation pressure, Ihc 
ming Ihe component heaves for each 1 
duclion caused by overburden pressure:
This analysis ltd Walsh to believe lhat two types of stiffness were applicable: one for lightiy loaded structures 
and another for heavily loaded structures, which he called son and hard mound sliflhcss respectively. From 
the data shown in Figure 12 and Figure 37 Walsh calculated a soil mound stiffness orO,5 M Pa/m. In another 
paper Walsh (1984), suggests that the expected stiffness should fie in the range of 0,1-2 MPa/m.
An interesting observation regarding the subgrade modulus as defined in equation 2 is lhal it is dependent 
on the depth of the profile considered to make a contribution to the total heave. Also, it should be noticed 
that the term "wet profile' is used very ioosciy here Secause a possibfe final moisture eomcni is not mentioned 
at all by Walsh (1978) although in the quoted tests a final condition of Tull saturation wat mo« probably used. 
Thus it is clear that the value of the final moisture content chosen will also have an ir "luence on the value 
of k calculated.
6 .2 3  Design method proposed by M itchell (1980):
Mitchell defines the subgrade modulus in exactiy the same way as Lyuon and Walsh (equation 2). This
when combined with a compatibility equation (between the soil surface and the footing base), establish r,.o 
basic design equations for this method. Most important!/, however, is the fact that these equations demon­
strated that large variations in the choice of subgrado modulus do not ’•yiificantly alter the final design mo­
ments (Mitchell 1984). In lact, if the modulus varies by a factor of 8, little variation in the final design 
moment, as calculated by this method, can be noticed (Figure 14).
o i * T X u c € y  w s o m  c t w r e e ,  o f  r e c n v i e ;  £*17}
Figure 14. Effect of a change in swell stiffness while all other design parameters ate held constant 
(Mitchell 1984).
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6.2.4 Finite element program developed by Fraser and W ardle (1975):
Fraser and Wardle (1975) describe a sophisticated finite dement program called FOCALS to model the 
plaic-or.-mound approach more accurately. Their fmdi-igs, with regard to subgrade modulus, to that I f  the 
modulus value of the elastic mound increases, it is of minor importance - an increase of 300% requires only 
a small change in beam size'. Pidgcon (1980a), while using iMs program, concluded that at large values of 
edge penetration distance (<•„) and differentia) mound heave (j>c) die soil modulus is suflitiently significant to 
be taken into consideration (Figure 15).
of edge distance and soil nodulus on ddleetii
However, it should be pointed out that on larger edge distances (e„), only deeper beams can be used to keep 
the deflection ratio within tolerable limits. Therefore. Figvrv IS may over-emphasise the importance of soil 
modulus on stifles)ed raA foundation design (Pidgcon 1980a).
6.2.5 The P o st Tensioning Institute M ethod:
, i
i «
This method uses equations derived 'rom 8 finite element package and models ihe condition of a slab 
superimposed on an already formed mound (Pidgeon 1980). Young's modulus is set to a constant value of 
7 MPa and is therefore not one o f  the inpul variables. Walsh (1980), in his detailed description of the as­
sumptions Inherent in this method, makes very liule mention of the Young's modulus for Ihe mound, except 
to point out that it effects the position of the maximum moment in the slab. One can only assume that the 
modulus was not considered important enough, relative to ihe other input variables, to be included as a 
variable. Pidgcon (1980a), considers Ihe value of 7 MPa to be too low for South African conditions and thus 
suggests that a value of 2i MPaU a more realistic value of the soil modulus.
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6.2.6 Design method proposed by Pidgeon (1988).
This method is computer based and essentially consists of a modified and improved version of the FOCALS 
program mentioned earlier. For the purposes of rail design the soil is idealised as a single isotropic i ,'il layer 
3 metres thick with a poisson's ratio of 0,3. The elastic modulus is the only soil variable and it is caSteri the 
Equivalent Elastic Mound Modulus (EEMM) and is defined as follows:
Ca = A factor which depends on the shape and stilFness of the foundation and the thickness of the elastic 
half space. For this design method a soil thickness of 3m is always used. Values for this (actor arc quoted 
by Pidgeon (1988).
w = The average contact pressure of the raft, assumed to be uniformly distributed.
B = The length of the short side of the raft.
v= The poisson's ratio of the half space. It can be taken as 0.3.
6, = The reduction in heave hi die centre of a loaded area caused by the weight of the raft atone.
The parameter <« is calculated by assuming that the soil profile is divided into a number of discreet layers. 
To each layer the Generalised Heave equation is applied (see equation 4 below) to compute the free swell
sim >ly the sum of all the heaves of the layers. Th:s calculation is repeated assuming that the foundation is 
placed on the surface and the associated stress distribution through the soil layer is now taken into account 
The difference between the total free swell and the swell occurring when 'he foundation is in place is then tiic 
parameter S, . The Generalised I leave equation is given as follows:
H =■ The thickness of the layer.
A I!i = Heave of the soil layer
p — The vertical stress acting at the centre of the soil layer due to the overburden pressure and the foundation 
P, -  The swelling pressure. ,
ic EEMM include the following
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2. The sliffness of ihe the foundation and hence the distribution of the contact pressure should be ignored, 
and a uniform contact pressure assumed instead.
3. Zt should be assumed that the contact area remains constant during mound development and is equal 
to the surface area of the foundation without any lifl-ofT. The applied pressure should then be taken as 
the total load divided by the area.
4. The initial elastic settlement prior to mound development should be ignored where this is due to centre
Essentially the factor EEMM is the same as the factor k  given by equation 2. However, in contrast to the 
previous methods, the design output is significantly more sensitive to the value of EEMM used. For example. 
Figure 16 shows the rasper', of small changes in EEMM in terms of additional cost for a 7m by 8m raft. This 
figure shows that if the EEMM increases from roughly id) to 2.5, then the cost increases by a factor of 2.6
dificrcnlial heave of 60mm. . one would expect, at lower differential heaves.
Figure 16. A chart showing the percentage additional cost for a 7m*8m raft.: (RPUG 1989).
It is also evident from equation 3 thal the EEMM is not only a function of the type of soil, but it is also a 
function of foundation size and shape as well as the applied vertical stress-
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By using the analytical technique method described above, typical values of EEMM have been shown to lie 
between 2 and 7 MPa for various sites in South Africa. These tow values not only correspond with the values 
quoted by Walsh (1978) given previously, but ako field tests as wcil as back analysis of lull scale experimental 
rafts have shown the applicability of these values (Sanders 1989 and Pidgeon 1987).
Sanders (1989) conducted the following field tests at Ondcrstcpoort and other sites, the aim of which was to 
determine the EEMM:
1. Full scale swell under load (SUL) tests: An area measuring U m  by 1.2m was loaded by means of 
concrete blocks to the required load. Over a long period of time. leVels were taken on the surface of the 
concrete blocks and also on pegs driven into the soil surface nearby. All levels were taken relative to a 
stable benchmark wjveh was socketed into bedrock and isolated from the surrounding soil. By means 
of this levelling exercise therefore, could be calculated directly from the field results.
2. Self bctbigpressuremcter test (SBPM test).
3. Plate jacking tests: This test can be further divided into the following categories:
a. Vertical plate test
b. Lateral maintained load lest (abbreviated ML).
c. Lateral constant rate of penetration test (CRP test).
In the ML test, a further load increment was only applied when the rate of deformation reduced to a chosen
The results from these tests are given in Figure 17. Note that the intermediate EEMM values from the SUL 
towers are plotted with time, while the plate and prcssuremeter moduli have also been inserted with the as­
sociated stress at which the modulus was measured.
The point to note L that the final EEMM value from the SUL towers is very low and further, it is significantly 
lower than the prcssuremeter and plate moduli. Obviously, differences in test duration, scale and test direction 
have a role to play. The ML plate test and the vertical plate test are the only test which give moduli dose to 
the EEMM value, but on the other hand, this may be due to differing test conditions. For instance, in the 
case of the vertical plate test, the modulus is tow because of bedding - in effects (Sanders 1989), while in the 
case of the ML test, the low modulus is as a result of tite high applied stress.
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Sanders (1989) also conducted laboratory swell under load ocdomclcr lesti on Onderstcpoorl clay (see stress 
path 5 in figure 18). The modulus from these tests agreed very well with the EEMM value from the SUL 
lowers constructed at Ondcrstcpoorl if the inverse of the slope of the best fit line through the points was used 
to calculate the modulus. Thus it appears that a single swell under load test could give a reasonable estimate 
of the EEMM where there is a deep residual layer of expansive day as is the case at OnderstepoorL
Pldgeon (1987a, 1987c) describes the behaviour of full scale experimental rafls build at OnderstepoorL The 
main aim of these experimental rafts among other thinp, was to determine how well the FOCALS pr . , -m 
predicted actual rail behaviour . In the Initial back analysis, a typically accepted soil modulus of 11.5 MPa 
was used in the progr&m. The results showed that the program severely overestimated edge dcUcctions mainly 
because the plate on mound approach is a gross simplification of the true situation and also because the
Figure 17. Modulus from SUL lowers, plate and pressurcn 
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and the coupling rigidiiy of Ihe beams (Pidgeon 1987a). However, il was found lhat if a  much lower value 
of modulus was used (for example 2-3 MPa) then good correlation between actual behaviour and predicted 
behaviour could be attained.
6 3  Equilihrium conditions below raft foundations
There exists the possibility that Ihe particular value of Young's Modulus, chosen for stiffened rail design, 
could be dependent on, amongst other things, the final suction under the raft This could occur, for instance, 
if the material shows distinctly different values of sliflhess at dilfering values of suction. This point will be 
elaborated on later, but for our present purposes a brief literature renew wili be conducted 1o determine 
suggested values of equilibrium suction.
Russam and Coleman (1961), proposed a relationship between Thorothwaite moisture index and possible 
values of suction below a pavement where no water table is present (Figure 18). The extra points on the 
curve (numbered) refer to read pavements in Australia. The fair degree of scatter is due to various simplifying 
assumptions used to calculate the climatic index (Ailehison and Richards 1965). Also of interest is the fact 
that values plotted from South Africa are fairly close to the Russam and Coleman line. Thus, according to 
Pellisier (1987), this curve can be used to predict the final suction value below a rad foundation in South
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Figure 18. Equilibrium suction bcnealb the centre of scaled road pavements in terms ofThorntfn 
moisture index (Pcilisicr 1987).
Peter (1979), maintains that if the water table exists close to the surface (ic. 6m in d i J ,  tiien regarc 
ilimatc, the equilibrium suction profile will be that given by stalk equilibrium with (he water table.
or fibre gtiss cover osnslrutied at Ondcmcf 
water table which was at a depth of 8.5m.
■n
ilaroberg and Nelson (1984) assjrocd that the final suction profile vai'es linearly from pF2.S at the : 
to som'stabic suction value existing al !be base of the aclivc zone (Figure 19). A value ofpF2.S was i 
to represent the final suction at the surface because no volume changcs were assumed lo occur at si 
less than (his vahre. For the day profile lhal these aulJjors were interested In, Uie suction value of 
corresponded lo a water content roughly equal to the plastic limit. The initial suction profile shown 
figure represents the suction profile prior to construction. This profile has bero truncated al Ihc m 
content corresponding to the shrinkage limit because volume changes occurring below the sltrinkag 
are insignificant.
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Figure 19. Idealised initial and final soil suction profile beneath a covered area in a soni-arid environ­
ment (Uambcrg and Nelson 1984)
PidgCon (!987d), observed lhal under experimental siilTcncd rafl foundations at Onderstcpoorl near PreM'ia, 
the final suelioti value was fairly constant with depth and had a value of pF3,l. This corresponds lo a 
moisture content of 39%.
Snethen (1980) suggests that a  realistic assumption regarding the final moisture conteni regime below a raft 
foundation corresponds to a condition of of full saturation. If the water content versus suction relationship 
for the soil is known, then the suction associated with the fully saturated moisture content can be determined. 
Note however that the saturated water content decreases with decreasing void ratio. Consequently, because 
the void ratio of the soil in-situ is lower than that of the laboratory specimen used >n determine the suction 
versus moisture content relationship, the condition of lull saturation does not imply zero suction.
Pile (1984) investigated houses slled on expansive profiles in Adelaide, iViStraiia. (fc found that when trees 
were planted loo dose to a house, invariably shrinkage took place near the vidnity of the tree, inducing large 
differential settlements M the structure (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. The effcet of frees planted near a house sited on expansive clays in Adelaide, Australia (I'ile
This case hisVfy has been included to show lhat often extraneous influences (especially trees and gardei 
watering) can have a profound cITecl on the long term behaviour of expansive days. Therefore, it is often ver 
dilTlcult to predict with certainty final suction values underneath a proposed structure in the long term.
Fissurlng of the soil mass presents another major obstacle in the prediction of final suction values. This :i 
classical diffusion theory (De Bruijn 1965).
' 1 6.4 Summary
1. At least 17 different methods and/or approaches have been devised for the design of stiffened ral
foundation design. Most of the techniques model the rail/soil Interaction by assuming that a raft i 
placed on an already formed mound, the dimensions of which correspond to a mound lhat would fom 
under an impei meable cover.This cover has the same shape and size as the proposed foundation. Th 
mound stiffness js then defined as the applied vertical pressure divided by the reduction in swell causei 
by the raft pressure. Ithaa been shown lhat all previous design methods have been relatively insensitiv
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to Ihe value of the mound stiffness used based on sensitivity analysis. However, in a recently developed 
design, method by Pidgeon (1988). an accurate determination of the mound stiffness Is of fundamental 
importance for the successful use of the method. Further, back analysis of experimental rails at 
Ondcrstcpoort has shown that the design program only models actual raft behaviour when a very low 
modulus of 2.6 MPa is used.
2. Moisture equilibrium conditions below a raft are difficult to determine due to the many extraneous in­
fluences such as adjacent vegetation, dimalkai conditions, degree of Assuring in the soil and the type 
of soil. In general though it has been shown that the final moisture content below a raft corresponds to 
one of lull saturation to some significant depth below the raft. Alternatively, the Russman Coleman line 
given in this work can be used to predict the final suction values b4ow a raft foundation.
7.0 Young's Modulus as Determined by the 
Triaxial Apparatus.
7.7 Introduction.
In this section ihe use of the triaxial apparatus to determine the stiffness of saturated days will first be re­
viewed. It is assumed here that the general Ideas relating to Uie behaviour of saturated soils can be extended 
to partially saturated soils as well, so that this section should also be .viwed as providing ihc necessary 
background information for Ihe testing of partially saturated soils. The second part of this section will then 
discuss the stress-strain behaviour of partially saturated clays with its added complexities.
7.2 The use o f  triaxial apparatus to determine the 
stiffness o f  saturated clays.
In the standard triaxial test, the sample is failed by means of an increasing vertical svcss_wtii a constant 
horizontal stress which gives a direct measurement of the stiffness of the day. A pr " does arise however, 
because clays display distinct non-linearity at strains greater than 0.5%. making it l to define any one 
value of Young's Modulus for the whole stress range. It is therefore possible to define a range of moduli, as 
shown ct Figure 21. For example:
1- The initial Tangent Modulus, K
2. Secant Modulus at Failure, £/ equals the slope of the line between the origin and Ihe point of failure.
3. The Secant Modulus whidi is the slope oftheHne drawn between ihe origin and any specified stress level 
(egCso'm Figure 21).
The type of triaxial test to obtain ihe E-values previously described, can either be Ihe unconsolidated un­
drained test (denoted the UU test) or the consolidated isotropicaily undrained test (denoted the CIU test) 
(Ladd 1964). Usually an E-value determined from triaxial tcsis is used in Ihe calculation of immediate 
tcttlemcnts which precludes the tee of drained triaxial tests.
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Figure 21. Stress-strnin curve for undraincd test an NC day (Lee, While and Ingles 1983).
ll is generally believed lhai the E-vaiuc from UU lesis is too low due to the cfTcets of sampling disuirbance, 
while the value from the C1U lest, consolidated to iho in-situ eficctive stress, is too high (Lsdd 1964). The 
degree of error can be up to 400% in either cose, but the CIU testis recommended because it eliminates the 
elTecl of sampling disturbance (Ladd [964). Hence, ee'cn in satu/elcd soils where the understanding of the
of die modulus,
previously stated. Tlius, in a CIU lest, the larger Iho initial effective stress, the larger the stiffness arid ultimate 
strength of the sample. Ladd (1964) maintains that for the days he tested, the stress-strain curves could be 
normalized by dividing the deviator stress by the initial cflective consolidation stress. This normalization 
procedure yields one strcss-strain curve, making the E-value dependent on the initial clfective consolidation 
stress (Lambc and Whitman 1969). This approach is particularly successful if the stress path for cadi initial 
consolidation stress is geometrically similar and if the strain contours are straight lines, as shown In 
Figure 22 For Amua day.
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Figure 22. Contours of equal strain for normally consolidated rtmua clay (Whitman and Lamlje 1969). 
Other factors v.-liich have an eCfccl on Uie E-valuc, as determined from the triaxial test, can be listed as follows 
(Lombc and Whitman 1969);
1. Load cycling: The siress-slrain modulus is greater on a second cycle of loading than on the initial one 
due to the elimination of seating errors and the closing of sample cracks. Generally the moduli differ 
by a factor of 1.5 for undrained loading.
n a. Thixolropic effects: If a soil sample is stored for some time before testing, there is a possibility that it may be stiller than if die sample were tested immediately a Her sample preparation. Thus, for 
certain soil types, a period of sample storage may be necessary before testing to give a more real­
istic value of the stiffness.
b. Aging effects: This refers to Ihc influence of the length of time that a sample ts allowed to undergo 
secondary consolidation. In some cases an increase in aging, of approximately 60 days, can nearly 
double the stiffness of the sample.
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hi five normally consolidal 1 clays (Ladd 1964).
Strain rate cfTcds: Strain rate refers to die rale of strain (change in axial sir sin per unit lime) dial 
is applied during undraincd shear. Tor example, il has been shown lhal a reduction in strain rale 
from 1% per minute to 0.002% per minulc caused a rcduci 
for a plastic clay.
modulus of the order of 200%
ss path; Ladd (1964) subjected various samples of die same t lalcrial to differcnl stress paths. For 
mplc, he took two samples and consolidated them anbotopically. He then increased the axial lead 
he one sample while he decreased it in ihc other. In both tests the horizontal street was kepi constant 
i results show lhat the unloaded sample was more than twice as stilf as the loaded sample. This il- 
rates lhal when determining an E-value from laboratory tests, it is always important to follow ihc 
ss path which is anticipated in the field.
Recent research has shown lhal II 
unmodified triaxial apparatus is 
true sai.-ile deformations by mean
e measurement of soil stiffness in the triaxial icsl is in fad invalid if an 
scd (Jardine cl al 1984). This is because it is impossible to measure the 
of instruments extraneous to the sample (such as a dial gauge measuring
overall change in sample length). For example, Figure 24 shows all of Ihe deformations which could be 
registered by such a device, but the sum of these deformations clearly docs nol correspond to the true sample
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deformation. Thus, even when careful calibration of the ram deflections is undertaken, bedding in of the end 
platens and tilting of the sample are very difficult to correct for in Ihc standard test.
To overcome this problem a special device was developed to measure actual sample strains (Jardine et al 
1983) (Figure 25). The transducer consists of a capsule containing three coplanar electrodes which protrude 
into the capsule and are partially immersed in the decuvtylc. As Ihe transducer goes ibro gti some angle of 
tilt, the impedance between the central clcclrodc and the outer ones varies. A calibration curve relating the 
relative movement of points A and D (Figure 25) to the voltage output can then be easily established by 
mounting the gauges on a micrometer winding frame. Further, on this winding Iramc, an LVDT with a 
sensitivity of 0,2pm was attached to measure the displacement. Through the use of this technique, it was 
shown that the gauges could actually measure displacements less than O.pimcn.
shown in Figure 26. From this figure one would normally conclude that the materia' was behaving in a 
linear elastic fashion, but obviously by comparison with the more accurate curve, die true behaviour is much 
stiller and non-linear. In this case the initial langent modulus of the apparent strcss-sirain line war 12 times 
smaller than for the true sir ess-strain curve (Jardine cl al 1983).
rcmena (Jardine et al 1984)
7 3  Testing o f  Pariially Sstntmtgd Soils in the Triaxial 
Apparatus
7.3.1 Introduction
The testing or partially saturated soils in ihc laboratory is unTonunately ralXcr complex due to Ihi many 
variables Involved. In this section Ihc various modifications that haw to be made to the triaxial apparatus 
will be examined while a few problems that arise in these tests will alsf be highlighted.
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Figure 26- Strcss-struin data for a sample of undisturbed North Sea clay tested unconsolidated iui- 
drained (Jardine et al 1984)
7 3 .2  M odifications to  the Triaxial Apparatus
Only a very brief description of the major modifications will be given here. For a  more detailed treatment,
refer to Ho and Prediund (1982) and Bishop and Henkel (1962).
The major modifications can be listed as follows (Ho and Fredliyid 1982):
1 Porc-wMcr pressure control: Poro-watcr pressures are controlled through a porous ceramic disc sealed
into the base of the pedestal (Figure 27). This disc usually consists of fired kaolinitc which, by virtue 
of its very tiny pores, prevents the passage of air when saturated. The reason for this is to create a 
continuous column of water from the sample base to the pore water pressure measuring device. If air 
bubbles were allowed into the pore water pressure measuring system, then misleading measurements 
of pore pressure would result.
2. Pore-air pressure control: The pore-air pressure in the sample is controlled through an air pressure line
connected to the loading eap (Figure 27). Between the toadmg cap and the sample a coarse grained
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corundum stone is used as a drainage dement for ihe air- The stone must be coarse grained to prevent 
the stone Item imbibing water from die sample.
S. Flushing system: Although the ccramfc dise does not allow the passage of free air, it is found that dis­
solved air is still able to difluse through the disc and cause an air bubble to form at the base of the disc. 
A flushing system may have to be introduced to eliminate these bubbles, it consists of an added drainage 
line coancctcd to the pore-wateE-prr- re transducer (Figure 27). To minimise Uic potential of llic water 
in the pore-walcr pressure measuring system to dissolve air, the axis-Vanslation technique is used with 
pore-^ater pressures greater than zero.
7.3*3 Testing procedures for partially  saturated soils
As discussed previously, the effective stress in partially saturated soils is dependent on both (o — u,) and 
(u, -  u.). This fact makes the testing of partially saturated soils difficult because of the number of permu­
tations involved. For instance, for each value of (* — %,) there can be a number of possible suction values 
depending on the stress range under consideration. To overcome this problem Fredlund'and Ho (19S2) have 
developed a multi-stage" testing technique to reduce the number oftesU.This technique will now be described 
in more detail.
The basic principle involved is to felt Ike sample in various stages until the deviator stress levels off 
(Figure 28). After each stage the deviator stress "« reduced to zero, the stress state variables fte.(«r -  u.) 
and,or (u, -  u.)) are changed, and the sample is reloaded again. The stress state variables for each stage 
are listed In Figure 28 which shows that the same values of (ffj — u.) are used for ali the stages, but the value 
o f (he soil suction is increased at each subsequent stage.
k  is worth mentioning that in eases where the initial value of the suction in the sample was greater than that 
needed far stags 1 loading, g ipedal procedure had to be adopted to reduce the suction. Secondly, the 
delator stress was reduced to zero at the end of stage 1 and 2 to prevent the accumulation of strain. The 
authors did In fact comment that at stage 3 loading, the accumulation of strain did adversely affect the shear 
strength of the sample.
Actual data generated by this technique is shown in Figure 29.
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Ilifieii triaxial cell for unsaluratcd soils (Frallund and Ho 1982).
!'
for a multistage test using
Figure 29. Stress versus strain curves fur decomposed granite {Frcdluml ami llo 1982).
7.3.4 Additional problems associated with triaxial testing of partially 
saturated soils
The in-sliu stresses are very diifieull to determine in day profiles, so it is assumed that a Xe lest usually best 
represents the in-sttu conditions (Pile and Mclnncs 1984). This type of lesl is diifieull to perform because, to 
prevent lateral strain, a large confining stress needs to be applied. Consequently, any free vertical strain oc­
curring, due to swell, is severely reduced due to the associated large vertical stresses (Pile and Mclnncs 1984). 
However, if tension is applied to the top cap of a magnitude equal to the cell pressure, then the applied "cr- 
tical stress can be reduced to zero. .Note also that when, saturating a partially saturated sample, Die cell 
pressure must be kept above the swelling pressure of the clay so that the original sample dimensions can he 
used in the analysis.
Other problems include excessive testing limes. Testing times in excess of 4 days are not uncommon (Blight 
1963). Lastly, it has been found that air diffuses from the sample into the cell water through the rubber 
membrane causing an air-pressure drop of 5% over a 24hr period (Bishop and Henkel 1972). On the other 
hand, if u, can be controlled than this should not be a serious problem.
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7.4 Summary
1. Non-linearity displayed in stress strain curves from the iriajtiai test makes it difficult to define one 
characteristic modulus for a  soil. In fact, three moduli can be defined, namely an initial tangent 
modulus, a secant modulus at failure and a secant modulus drawn between the origin and some speci­
fied stress level.
2. Many factors dfect the modulus as determined in thetrinxiai apparatus. Most important of these factors 
is effective stress, but stress path, strain rate, thkrolrepic and aging effects as well as load cycling can 
measurably influence the modulus value measured. It has also been shown that the compliance of the 
apparatus itself causes the initial tangent modulus to be significantly underestimated.
3. Partially saturated soils can be tested in the triaxial apparatus provided a porous stone is placed in the
! pedestal with a high air entry value for the control of pore water pressure. Further, an air pressure line
for the control of pore air pressure is connected to the top loading cap. A possible testing procedure 
I emails stage loading the sample at different matrix suctions while the total stress variable (a -  u.) is
.1
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8.0 The use of Consolidometers in Expansive Soils 
Technology.
8.1 Introduction.
A review of the literature dealing with expansive soils shows that the standard cortsoUdometer is the preferred 
imtrument for testing these soils. The main reason is that it is a simple apparatus to use and the interpretation, 
of the results is not very complex. Also, the ocdometer allows one to follow a wide variety of stresi-palhs 
with respect to the applied vertical pressure as shown in Figure JO.
However, the main disadvantage of this instrument is that suction cannot be measured during the lest. In a 
standard consolidometer test, the sample is usually saturated so dial only the final value of suction is known 
(ie. final suction value is zero) and hence, the true stress path incorporating suction is unknown. Due to the 
fact that the mechanical behaviour of expansive clays is highly stress path dependent it is not sufficient to 
simply know the final boundary condition. The initial boundary condition, as well as the path taken towards 
this boundary condition, is also of vital importance (eg. refer to points A and B in Figure 30 which lie on 
stress paths with the same boundary conditions, but show dilfetenl swell due to their differing stress paths). 
Another disadvantage of the standard consoiidomctcr is that, because the sample Is saturated at the end of 
the test. U gives overly conservative results if the final condition in the field is not one of lull saturation (Mou
For these reasons suction controlled coasotidemeur tests have been developed by various authors, each of 
which nil) be described in this section. Please note however, that in this section much will be. said about 
swelling potential and swelling pressures, while very little will be said directly about stiffness. The reason for 
this is twofold. Firstly, most research work in the past has gone into determining swelling potential and 
swelling pressure and secondly, a thorough understanding of these two la. tors lies at (he base of an under­
standing of stifihess.
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Figure 30. DilTcrcnt stress paths that can be defined by using the conventional consolidumeter (After 
Bracklcy 1911).
8.2 The Membrane Oedometer:
This instrument was developed by Aitchison and Marlin (19731 and a cross-section is shown in figure 31.
The main modifications to the standard oedometer include the following:
1. The sample is enclosed in a eel! so that u„can be raised above atmospheric pressure, lienee, by varying 
u, and keeping (o — u„) constant, the matrix suction in the sample can be varied. This facility also allows 
one to determine the in-silu effective matrix suction of the sample. This is achieved by placing an un­
disturbed sample in the apparatus and allowing it to imbibe water (at atmospheric pressure) under an 
applied in-silu overburden pressure (this pressure is applied through Ibe loading rod). Air pressure is 
then simultaneously applied to restrain the sample swelling and the final air pressure required to hold 
the sample at zero volume change is denoted as the crtective matrix suction (Aitchison and Peter 1973). 
The range of suctions that can be determined in Ihls way lie between pF2 and pP4.
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2. ir  nccessary, an eletirolytc instead of water maintained at atmospheric pressure, can be circulated
« through the porous stone al the base of the sample. An automatic Hushing system reverses the direction
of flew periodically so as to prevent accumulation of air bubbles in Uie system.
TTiorefore, with these two major modifications any stress palh can be followed with respect to total 
stress, matrix suction and . ute suction {Peter 1973).
8.3 Coiisolidometer developed by Escario and Saez
(1973):
A cross-section of this apparatus is given in Figure 32 which shows that the instrument is very similar in 
construction to the membrane ocdomctcr.
This instrument employs the axis-translation technique directly, whereby the porc-watcr pressure is controlled 
by an external isotropic air pressure applied to the sample in an enclosed cell. Since the porc-watcr is always 
maintained at atmospheric pressure, the internal air pressure is taken as equal to the suction in.the sample 
at some point of equilibrium. In this way suctions of up to pFSfl can be attained.
'  Typical results from this instrument are shown in figure 33. Each curve represents a lest with a different
sample, each having the same initial density and water coi.t :nL Initially a vertical load was applied with an 
^  air pressure equal to the predetermined suction (17,5 kg/cmSn this case). The air pressure was then reduced
in steps so as to reduce the suction (ihc sample was allowed to imbibe water) and the corresponding percent 
swell was recorded. This curve could tic used very effectively to define a modulus because it simulates the
o"’!
J
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8.4 Controlled suction consolidometer developed by d m
and Mou (1973):
The basic layout of this Instrument is shown in Figure 34. A suction is developed in the specimen by applying 
a tension to the Uc-aircd water in the chamber, as indicated in the sketch. The chamber wail is transparent 
so that air bubbles can be detected below the ceramic plate before the commcnccmenl of the test If air 
bubbles are present then Ihc vent is used to flush them out.
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measured initially.
Later work (Mou 1981) showed lhal most of the swdl in a spcc
of polrolial yolui iirolled ocdo
be investigated though
spect that, at ihe very low i onlajncd i
Figure 36. Percent swell vs soil
2. Chu and Mou (IS-"*) also conducted standard consolidomclnr lests whereby Uit. sample was flooded 
and the resultant swell recorded. They compared these results with those obtained from their modified 
ocdomctcr under the same conditions, accept that Ok  initial suction was rcducci to zero in various 
• stages. Their findings show ihal the saturation type test produced substantially greater percentage swell 
than did the controlled suction test (the results differed by a factor of roughly 5 in some cases).
8.5 Suction controlled consolidometer developed by 
Richards, Peter and Martin (1984).
This ronsolioometer Is identical in many respects to the membrane oedomeler but ilk  a more compact and 
sophisticated version as shown in Figure 37.
Soil Section, fti 
lion relationship for specimens under nominal surcharge (Mou
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1
Tlic external load is applied through a" pneumaiically operated piston while the matrix suction is controlled 
by means of air pressure applied through the top porous stone. This applied air pressure is taken as equal 
to the loil suction under free draining conditions by virtue of Uic axis-translation technique. Thus, with this 
configuration, the actual applied vertical pressure to the sample is assumed to be the pressure applied to the 
piston less the air pressure applied to the sample. The solute suction of the sample is controlled by means 
of flushing solute with known suctiun characteristics under a positive head of 12 kPa through the bottom 
porous stone. To remove diffused air, the flow of this solution is reversed cvc; - 2 minutes. Finally, vertical 
deformations of the sample are measured by means of a dial gauge on a rod conncctcd to the platen on top 
of the sample.
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This iru-rumcnt was developed lor the express purpose of determining volume changes caused by changes 
in suction under difiiring vertical loads. A straight line relationship is assumed to exist between the log of 
suction (abscissa) and vertical strain (ordinate) (Figure 38). The slope of this line is termed the 'Instability
yi.-turc 38. Experimental results front tests on Hiverjna clay. The results from a finite element analysis 
have also bcefl included.: (Richards ct al 1984).
Thus, the instability index is a good indicator of the reactivity of a soil to a known suction change under a 
given load. Typical values of the instability index for an expansive clay lie in the range of 8-11%. In spite 
of it's usefulness the instability index approach does sulTcr from the following shortcomings (Richards ct al
1. For some days the relationship between percentage swell and log of suction is definitely not linear.
2. The value of the instability index is dependent on the applied vertical stress on the sample.
3. The instability index is dependent on the degree of lateral restraint applied to the sample.
Additional points to note are tliat the value of the instability index is significantly greater for shrinking than 
for swelling. This is not surprising when one considers that the soil is in the normally consolidated and 
ovcrconsolidatcd range of the e-logp curve when the soil is shrinking and swelling respectively. Also, labo­
ratory determined instability indices have been shown to be three times smaller than those determined in the 
open field for the same material (Richards ct al 1984). This is a surprising result because one would expect 
that due to the closing up of the macro-cracks in the field there would be less expansion. However Richards
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cl al (loc. ciL) postulates lhal in the field long lerin seasonal swelling occurs while in tiic laboratory swelling 
occurs over a much shorter time interval (days).
Of particular interest is the elTcct of solute suctioii as well as the type of solute on volume change. Figure 39 
shows that, especially for the lower values of the vertical stress, the changes in the solute suction can have 
a pronounced effect on volume change behaviour. This result could be significant when performing swell- 
under-load tests as formulated by Bracldcy (J983) because the indications are that swell could be overprc- 
dieted if distilled water is used. Also of interest is the tact that the typo of solute used has a significant effect 
on volume change behaviour with NaCl giving a significantly greater volume change as compared to other 
solute types (Figure 40).
n
o  ;
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solution. The small volume change occusing on the shrinkage palh is due to Ihe expulsion 
of liquid from Ihe sample therefore allowing few solulrs lo enler Ihe sample (Richards et
8.6 Cotistant-rate-of-strain consolidometers:
A major disadvantage of Uie conventional incrementally loaded ordometcr (abbreviated STD test) is that the 
time required to complete a test may become excessive. For example, the average test can take up to 9 days 
or longer (Gorman elal 1978). To circumvent this proSlcm coesiani-rate-of-strain consolidometers (denoted 
as the CRS lest) have been devised. Essentially this instrument is Uie same as the conventional 
eonsolidomeler, except ihalAe consolidoititifr cdi is placed in a triiti-M loading press. Also, to aid in sample
sores arc measured at the base of the sample (Wissa et al 1971),
Experience with constant-ralc-of-strain consolidomelcrs have shown Lhal they can generate e4og p' curves 
which are very close to those produced by conventional eonsoUdomeUis. This is shown in Figure 41 which 
presents the results from STD tests and CRS tests on Boston lilue clay. As further confirmation of the validity 
of using CRS tests, is the finding that the confined modulus (D) for STD tests and CRS tests correlate very 
closely (Figure «).
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Figure 41. Comparison of stress-slrain relations as obtained from incremental loading test and CRS lest 
(Wissa et al 1971).
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Figure 42. Comparison of constrained moduli.: These results arc obtained from an incremental 
| loading lest and two constanl-ratc-of-strain tests (Wissa cl al 1971).
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I A strain controlled cons edit! omct or has been developed by Nelson and Porter (1980) for the specific purpose
| of testing expansive soils. The test procedure consists of initially confining the sample in the loading frame
j so that no volume change can lake place when water is added. Once water has been added the maximum
^  | swelling pressure is allowed to develop, whereupon the sample is allowed to swell by a prescribed amount
J
2 5 X 0 0
associated swelling pressure is rr 
as in the previously described tesl
Porter and Nelson (1980) arrived at some interesting conclusions from tests performed on shales from the 
Western USA. Figure 43A gives a typical curve from a conventional consolidomeler apparatus. On the other 
hand Figure 430 shows typical results from tests on the same shale using the strain controlled consolidomeler 
as described above, if these two curves arc superimposed (Figure 43C) then it is found that the paints <*a both 
curves arc coincident fie. these authors assume that curves 3 and 5 in Figure 30 are co incident). This has 
led Porter and Nelson to believe that incremental strain controlled testing can replace the incrementally 
loaded consolidomeler with a concomitant saving in testing time. Whether or not this assumption applies only 
to this particular material or can bo staled generally has yet to be investigated.
Typical consolidation-swell and Nelson 1980).
PRESSURE-kaf
in controlled swell tests (Porter and Nelson 1980).
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8.7 Corrections to be applied to the Consolidometer 
results.
The first consoiidomcler was developed in 1925 by Terzaghi for the specific purpose of establishing the rate 
of settlement and the ultimate settlement of expansive clays. Thus, when the consolidometer is used to lest
standard form is now no longer being used for its originally intended purpose (l-redlund 19fi9).
For instance, in Ihe constant volume test (stress path 3, figure 18), the final swelling pressure is highly sensitive 
to volume changes of the order o f’a fraction of a few pcrcenl'(Fredlund 1969). It Is therefore obvious that 
any deformations occuring in the consolidometer apparatus itself can have a significant eflccl on the value 
—^  of the final swelling pressure. In lad Frcdlund (1969) maintains that, without corrections for apparatus
1 compressibility, the measured swelling pressure can sometimes be underestimated by as much as 100%.
Essentially the correction process consists of accounting for deformations that occur external to the sample 
i  but are nevertheless measured on the dial gauge. A description of the main sources of deformation that occur
I external to the sample can be listed as follows (Frcdlund 1969):
^  1. Compressibility of the apparatus: The compression of the apparatus can be measured by using a steel
plug for the sample and performing loading and unloading cycles.
- J
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2. Compressibility of die filter paper: The deformations occuring in ibe filter paper usually placed above 
and below the sample can be four times as large as the deformations occuring in the apparatus al a load 
vf 100 fcPa. For this reason Frcdlund recommcnds thal filter paper should not be used when testing
3. Seating of the porous stones and the soil sample: Seating occurs as the peaks from the soil surface fail 
and fit into the porous stones. Additional seating also occurs due to the levelling out of the roughness 
on a larger scale. Seating deformations can berelmcil by loading the sample to the total vertical pres-
4. Frcdiund (1969) has also noted that, due to friction in the pin connections on the loading arm, a lower 
load is applied to the sample than actually calculated using moment equilibrium. The error can be of 
the order of 1.2% for an applied pressure above 20kPa using a Wykeham-Farrance bench model 
consolidomclcr. For lower loads, the error increases significantly up to an error of 100% for a load of
1. The standard oedometer can be used to follow many different stress paths with regard to sequences of 
loading, sample volume control and point or time of sample welting. Conversely, the standard apparatus 
cannot follow a stress path dewncd to leims of suction changes. For this reason, modified oedometers 
have been developed which can measure both matrix and solute s jction.
of (,r the assumed linear relationship between changes in vertical strain (ordinate) and soil suction 
{plotted on a tog scale). The instability index is a  useful index in characterising the volume change 
properties of a soil and coul. find application in future computer models of soil structure interaction. 
However, the relationship between log soil suction and vertical strain is often not linear, and further­
more, it is dependent OR the appiicd vertical pressure.
3. Changes in solute suction as well as solute type can significantly effect swell behaviour especially al lower 
loads. Thus it appears that the influence of solute suction could have an inriucnce on the swell under
: existing al the lime of sampling.
8.8 Summary
can be used to quantify the'instability inrfw which U defined as the slope
load test as proposed by Bracklcy (1983).
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Particular care should be taken to account for emraneous deformations in the ocdomocr such as ap­
paratus compressibility, filler paper Compressibility and seating c f  Ific (neons stone and lamjrie partic­
ularly when dticrmim/ig i  welling p/cssurci. This is because the final swelling pressure has been shown 
to he highly sensitive to very small volume changes.
Conslant-ratc-of-slrain oedommers give results «ery semtisr to those of the conventional oedometcrs, but 
can also achieve a large savingjn testing times. An incrementally strain .lontrolleii ocdomctcr has been 
developed to test expansive soils. In Ihc conventional oedomeler, at least iwo samples have to be tested 
to obtain the swell under load curve. However, teals on expansive shale with this incrementally strain 
controlled oedometer showed that only one sample needs to be tested to obtain this curve and testing 
times are also shorter.
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Presentation o f the experimental results
PtescaUtioa of the experimental results
9.0 Explanation of the Experimental Design.
Unfortunaleiy, in the case of soils and particularly expansive soils, it is difficull to describe the material by 
means of one value of modulus only. As was shown in the literature survey, the behaviour of the material is 
highly stress path dependent and therefore a whole range of moduli values can Ire generated depending on 
the stress path followed. Consequently, the primary a'ln of this program is to subject the Ondentcpoort day 
to a number of stress paths in the standard oedomclcr and In axial apparatus so as to ascertain the extent 
of this range. Also, modulus values obtained from these tests will be compared with the value of EEMM 
recommended by Pidgcon (1988), so as to identify wliieh type of test jives a modulus within the appropriate 
range for the purposes of raft design. Finally, values of the field moduli determined by Sanders (1989) will 
be compared with values of the laboratory moduli determined in this experimental program.
In this experimental program, the constants are the type of soil, the initial conditions of the soil with respect 
to the d/y deas'uy, and the dtgrcc of sample disturbance {is all the sample will be remolded). On the other 
hand, the main variable is ;hc stress path followed.
a S x U Q
10.0 Material Description.
Only one type of material was used in the entire aperimcntal program. This comprised ofhighly exp ansi ve" 
clay obtained from a site near Ondcrslcpoorl north of Pretoria. To the layman tills clay is known as a 
'btack-turP and is a residual soil derived from the in-situ weathering of norite gabbro (Brink 1979).
A typical profile at Ondcrslcpoorl is presented in figure 44 wl.ich shows that the profile essentially consists 
of a residual gabbro roughly 3.3m deep overlying gabbro bedrock. This profile developed in a topographic 
depression which is a common setting lor the formation of a deep residual profile of expansive clay (Brink 
1979, Oilier 1984). The reason for this Is that, in topographic depressions, weathering products arc not 
flushed away which allows for the production of complex clay minerals such as smectite.
Another interesting feature regarding this profile is that a layer of sand consisting of pyroxene and plagiodase 
interfaces with the bedrock at the base of the profile. This layer has a low swelling potential (Van Dcr Mcrwe 
1967) and represents an early stage of weathering of the parent material. The absence of a water table is also 
noteworthy while the absence of a pebble marker indicates that the entire profile consists of residual soil. 
Not indicated in figure 44 is the lacl that the soil mass is highly fissured. Fissures at the surface can reach 
100 mm in width (Brink 1979). During the dry season surface material accumulates in these fissures and is 
subsequently incorporated into tile soil mass when the cracks close up again during the rainy season. Con­
sequently the profile is bong continually reworked in-silu (Williams and Pidgeon 1983).
A general description of the material used In this experimental program is given in table I. Of particular 
importance is the fact that the material is in a remoulded stale before testing. As already mentioned, the soil 
is remoulded in-silu and therefore it is fell til at there would bo very little dificrencc in beba/ioor between 
disturbed and undisturbed material (Williams 1987).
The grading curve for this materia! is shown in figure 45. The coarse sandand fine gravel fraction arose from 
the presence of calcium carbonate nodules. The calcium is a weathering product of plagiodase feldspar which 
is a predominant mineral found in gabbro (Partridge 1988). In general the proportion of calcium carbonate 
is small which results in the material being very fine indeed.
Figure 46 shows the suction versus moisture content curve for the material. This curve was determined" in 
the laboratory by means of a thermocouple psychromctcr placed m a C-S2 sample chamber supplied by 
WESCOK. As shown fit this figure, the material displays extremely large suctions even at large moisture 
contents, which implies that the material will remain relatively moist throughout the year. In fact Williams
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and Pidgeon (1983) stale (ha. the moisture conlcnl of the day will never drop bdow the permancnl willing 
point of the plants which corresponds to a moisture content of 25'A in this ease. The curve they proposed 
has also been included as a comparison and confirmation of the results- It was felt thai agreement was gen-. 
crally good considering Uiat, in any ease, slightly dilTcrcnt materials were bang tested.
The compaction versus moisture content curve, using a  standard Proctor mould and compaction effort, is 
shown in figure 47. The optimum moisture content is of the order of 25% corresponding to a dry density 
of approximately i440kg/m3. This dry density has been used for all the samples tested in the experimental 
program so as to obtain a basis of comparison for all the results.
Except for one test, all of the material used in the experiments was taken from a drum in which il was ori­
ginally placed on site. Therefore, il had never been dried out beyond the point at which it is in equilibrium 
with the atmosphere ( 7-9% water content). At a water content of approximately 20% and lower, the ma­
terial is in a state as described in table 1 fie il has a shattered crumb structure). However, at higher moisture 
contents, (say above 25%) die material Uirns into a highly plastic ard workable material. The implication 
of this is thal one is not only testing a material at diflcrciu moisture contents, but one is also dealing with a 
material with a greatly varying soil fabric depending on the water content.
A lower limit for the water content has been set at a value corresponding to the lowest water content likely 
to occur in ihc field. As has already been discussed, one would not expect t!ic field moisture content to drop 
below 25% . On the other hand, a water content corresponding to full saturation (at a dry density of 1440 
kg/m’) will form the upper bound value for the laboratory sample" which i: equal to 33% in this case. Thus 
the range of water contents lhat can be used in this experimental program lie In the small range of 25-33%. 
In practice this range will be extended to include lower water contents ic the hope of identifying general
Lastly, all mixing water used was distilled water at ambient temperature. This was so as to avoid clianging 
the salt content of the soil through repeated additions and evaporation of the water.
Material Description.
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11.0 Triaxial Tests.
I L I  Introduction
The triaxial moduli represent the stiflhcss of the clay as a purely frictional material either hi saturated or 
partially saturated states. In other words.lhc triaxial modulus is really a  measure of the shear stiffness of the 
material. Obviously, in the behaviour of stiffened rafts, one is primarily concerned with swell and consol­
idation and hence, it could be argued that the triaxial moduli are not that relevant for rail design purposes. 
However, the triaxial moduli do serve as a very useful point of reference, as they 'complete the picture" as it
In this investigation, two categories of samples were tested:
1. Saturated samples : The purpose of these tests was to determine the moduli cf the clay at tow effective 
stresses, It was assumed that this stress range would be relevant when the soil became saturated at 
shallow depths. Also included in this test series was a stage loading sequence with a view to gaining more 
data on the validity of this method.
2. Unsaturated samples : These samples were tested at differing initial moisture contents each of which 
was kept constant throughout the test. One group of samples was tested unconfined while the other 
group was tested with a confining pressure of 50 kPa. These two conditions of confinement were thought 
to be the maximum and minimum occuring down to a depth of ap jroximaiely 4m due to the presence 
of fissures.
The samples were prepared in a mould (figure 48) to a target dry density of 1440 kg/m3. Abo, a computer 
program was utilised to process the results which applied a membrane correction as fol
Corrected deviator slrcss(kPa)= Deviator slress(kPa)-7.5 .(e)
Corrected d(-viator stress(kPa)= Devialor stress (ItPa) - ISkPa
Where c is the percentage strain.
Triaxial Tests.
11.2 Triaxial Tests on Saturated Samples
11.2.1 Experim ental technique
Samples Ti, T2 and T3: These samples were tested right at the beginning of the experimental program 
or the purposes of gaining a fed for the triaxial apparatus itself. These tests were therefore not intended 
o form part of the main experimental program but nevertheless the results do contain some useful in-
2. Samples T4S, I. T5 and T6 were tested undrained at effective consolidation stresses of 10kPa, 3ScPa 
and 50k Pa respectively. Note that samples T4S/2 and T4S/3 consist of the same material as sample 
T4S 1 but these latter two samples have gone through a subsequent stage loading cycle. This implies 
that, in each case, the samples were not loaded to failure, but rather they were unloaded before failure, 
following which the effective stress was increased. After a 24 hour equilibrium period, the samples were 
once again reloaded.
maples T7S/1. T8, T5 and T10 were all tested under drained « 
enl through a stage loading cycle.
Samples T il, T12 and T13 were all load cycled. This implies that the samples went through a loading 
and unloading cycle before being loaded to failure to ascertain how much larger the modulus would 
be on the second load cycle.
luce the number of variables, ihixotropic effects were not investigated so straight after sample cc 
n, the samples were mounted in the triaxial cell and consolidated.
For most of the samples an initial water content of 25% was used because, at higher moisture contents, the 
material has a tendency to stick slightly to the sides of the mould during sample extrusion. Based on pre­
liminary results from Brackcly swell under load tests a swelling pressure of 11 OkPa was assumed (refer to the 
following section for an explanation of how the Brackcly swelling pressure is derived). Thus the cell pressure 
was chosen as being greater than this value so that the sample would not swell during saturation.
Initially, no e, value was available from which an estimate of the strain rate for the drained tests could be 
made. Thus, for the first sample tested under drained conditions, it was decided to make an initial estimate
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through the bottom drain while the sample was allowed to dram through the top drain. In practice it was 
found that the initial estimate of the strain rate was loo fast - because a sKght build-up of pore pressure was 
detected • and thus the strain rate was reduced by a factor of 3. Both the top and bottom draint were then 
opened. This reduced strain rate was subsequently used for all the drained samples with the exception of 
sample T13 (table1.,.
In hindsight, now that the t .  value is known (sec results quoted in later sections), an estimate of the time to 
failure by means of the method given by Blight (1963) would be of the order of 12 hours. In the light of this 
information it was decided to reduce the strain rate for sample 13 as this sample was tested a liltie later in 
the experimental program.
Theundraincd strain rale was based on information given in Bishop and Henkel (1972, pglGI) where it was 
recommended that a strain rate of 0.06% per minute be used.
11.2.2 Discussion o f the stress-strain curves.
Tabic 4 contains the values of all the moduli from the standard tests. The values quoted in this table have 
been determined by calculating the best fit lines through the first few points. Notice that in some cases, the 
curve was initially very steep (ic between the origin and the first point) which could be partly due to ram
11.2.2.1 The undrained test
The stress-strain curves for the undrained tests arc shown in figures 49 to 52. Figures 51 and 52 show the 
results from the load cycled tests and in the case of figure 52, the curve from sample T6 has also been in­
cluded for the sake of comparison. A general feature of all the curves s  that toe initial approximately linear 
region of the curve falls into a very small strain range. These results therefore confirm the ideas presented in 
the literature survey regarding the smaa strains over which the material can be thought to behave in a linear 
fashion (see for instance figure II). With regard to figure 49, the initial Hat portion of the curves are due to 
bedding-in effects. At this point it is wo.1h mentioning that if the three curves shown in this figure were 
normalised by means of the initial consolidation stress, (hen one single curve would definitely not result The 
obvious reason for this is thal the peak deviator stress is reached at differing axial etrains.Further, it is difficult 
to explain why the the stiffness of sample T2 is so much greater lhan Tl even though samplaTl had a much
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larger initial elTeclive sVcss.Thus U would appear that (he relationship between effective stress and the initial 
coruoiidatu ii stress is not that clearly defined.
The stress-ilrain curve# in figure S[ and to a lesser extent the curve in figure 52 manifests a sharp rise in 
deviator stress with no st'uin occuring. This is most probably due to ram friction and is thus not indicative 
of material behaviour. It is also interesting to note that, upon reloading after the first toad cycle, the stress 
strain curve rejoins the original stress strain trajectory set up by the first load cycle (figure S’ and 52). This 
behaviour corresponds to the well known c-logp" plot from the oodometer test where the curve rejoins the 
virgin compression line during the reloading cycle.
Theoretically, the two curves giveu in figure 52 should correspond a lot more closely, but the di/Terence can 
be ascribed to the (act that the samples do not have the same initial water contents. Sample T12 was the first 
sample tested in a new test series of load cycled tests and it was therefore decided to Investigate the possibility 
of raising the initial water contents so as reduce the time required for saturation (usually in the region of 48 
hours). It was found that there was not much difference in this time, but, surprisingly, the effect of raising the 
initial water was to significantly increase the stiffness and strength of the sample. One would be inclined to 
think that, because both samples were fully saturated before testing, the stress-strain curves should coincide 
beyond 0.5% strain. On the other hand, perhaps the difference >n initial water contents gave the samples 
differing initial soil fabrics which influenced the shear resistance of the soil.
lteL.2.2 The Drained Tests.
The results from the drained tests are shown in figure 53 and 54. As is siiown in these two figures, the shape 
of the stress strain curve is less linear than in the case of the undrained test. A possible reason could be that, 
due to the much longer testing limes involved, the material has more opportunity to undergo creep Also, an 
increase in stiffness only occurs in a very small strain range during the second load cycle. Thereafter, the 
stiffness is little different from the first load cycle.
•The results from figures 50 and 53 are consistent go drained samples slightly stiffer and stronger than the 
undrained samples), but unfortunately this is not the case when one compares the load cycled samples Qe 
figures 52 and 54). As explained previously this is most probably due to the fact that sample T12 is not exactly 
the same as the other samples tested in this test series.
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11.2.2.3 The Stage Loaded Tests.
The result: of the undrained and drained stage loading tests are presented in figures 55 and 56 respectively. 
On these figures Uie results from the standard tests (given in figures 50 and 53 respectively) have also been 
superimposed. A comparison of the stage loaded tests and the standard tuts at a particular consolidation 
stress indicates that agreement between the two tesla is poor particularly at large strains- This could be due 
to the fact that all the clay partidcs became orientated wiihm a failure zone after the first load cycle.
A comparison of the moduli from 'ihe stage loaded tests and tiie standard tests at the same consolidation 
stress shows that there is fair correlation between Ihe two moduli values (table 5). More lests are required 
before any general conclusions can be drawn, but in this case it appears that ihere is a fair correlation be­
tween the initial tangent modulus value from the stage loaded test and Ihe first load cycle modulus from a
11.2.3 Discussion o f the p-q plots
Figure 57 shows the p-q plots for the tests on samples T l, T2 and T3. The shape of the curve fie a near 
vertical climb to the A) fine) was typical of all the lests. The fact that the stress-path vetrs-ofi" In a horizontal 
direction to the right after having intercepted the Ay line implies that the deviator stress remains constant after 
failure but. at the same time, the pore water pressure is decreasing. This is a typical stress path for an over- 
consolidated soil. Also, because the p-q plot lies betweeii 45°and 90° in its accent towards the A/tine, the 'A' 
parameter lies between 0 and 0.5, This figLre also shows that the AT/line passes near the origin which is what 
one would expect from a compacted soil.
The p-q plot for the stage loaded test is given in figure 58. The point to notice here is that the curve does not 
return to it's initial starting point. The difference between the final and Ihe initial value on the p’ axis can be 
ascribed to the pore water pressure build-up du: g the tcsL Also, the fact that the p'-q plots from the stage 
loaded tests do not approach the A/linc, indicates that the sample was far from failure at the second and third 
stage of loading.
1 i -
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113 Triaxial Tests on Partially Saturated Samples.
11.3.1 Experimental Procedure.
All the samples were prepared in the triaxial mould to three different target moisture contents of approxi­
mately 21%, 26% and 31% respectively. After extrusion from the mould the samples were wrapped in 
plastic wrapping and allowed to cure for a period of one week to facilitate moisture equilibrium within the 
sample. The rate of load application was set at 0.06%-0j]8% strain per minute which corresponds to the 
strain rate for undrained loading (Bishop and Henkel 1973). One additional test was undertaken whereby the 
strain rale was reduced by a factor of 3 to determine the effect of strain rate on the modulus.
11.3.2 Discussion o f the  results
The sample preparation data for the confined and unconfined test is given in tables 6 and 7 respectively.
At the time of testing, the samples had numerous horizontal cracks which penetrated the cylindrica. surfaces 
of the sample to some depth. These cracks were the result of the original material consisting of a granular 
mass which was not completely broken down during the compaction process. No doubt "the effect of sample 
extrusion as well as the small degree of drying shrinkage which occurred during the curing period accentuated 
the size of the cracks.
The stress strain curves for the unconfined and confined tests are given in figures 39 to 61. The material 
behaviour shown here is consistent with the tests on the saturated samples whereby, aflcr-a second load cycle.
The tangent moduli for the first and second load cycles are shown in table 8, In this table, a modulus over 
a  wider stress range has also been quoted.
In these tests, the modulus for the second load cycle is significantly larger than that for the first cycle. This 
is most prubably due to the closing up of the cracks during the first load cycle, and, with very little elastic 
recovery during subsequent unloading, the sample is very stiff on the second cycle of loading. The confining 
pressure had no effect on the modulus and, in some cases, the confined sample bad a lower modulus than 
the unconfincd sample. Thus the effect of sample variability masked the effect of the low confining pressure. 
Further, even at large moisture contents, the sample suction is large relative to the confining pressure - for
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'.xample, at a moislure content of 31%, the sampk suction is of the order of 600 kPa {see Figure 46). Thut 
it is not surprising to find that this low confining pressure makes very little difference to Ihc stifihess.
The effect of reducing the strain rate only had an effect on the moduli for the second cycle of loading (table 
8). In iact, a reduction in strain rate by a factor of 5, resulted in this modulus being reduced by 62re. 
Therefore, even though one might expect ihs stiffness of the sample al a moislure content of 22% to be large, 
it can be assumed that the very large stifihess recorded in the second toad cycle is due to an excessively fast 
strain rale. In general however, the main compression curve does uot appear to be influenced by strain rate.
The influence of fissures on the stiffness is shown by comparing the stress strain curves of the partially and 
fully saturated triaxial samples respectively. As one would expect, the strains in the case of the partially sat­
urated samples are larger as compared to the fully saturated samples, bul it is interesting to note that the 
stiffness from the second load cycle is more or less the same for the two tesis in some cases. For example.
content of 26,7% (reduced strain rate) and the undrained test at an initial effective consolidation stress of 
50 kPa. This indicates that in spite of the large effective stress in the case of the partially saturated sample, 
in stiffness is equivalent, to a sample with no fissures at a much lower effective stress.
Q
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11,4 Measured Triaxial Moduli Related to Stiffened Raft
Design
In general, there is large scatter in Ihc Iriaxial moduli caused by factors such as a h%h degree of variability 
in sdiroeis with jlrain and dilTercnecs in modulus measured between (he first and second load cycle. This Tact 
makes it difficult to propose a  modulus value from the triaxial tesi within a small range, but il can be said 
that, even at very low effective stresses, the triaxial moduli measured were much larger than the EEMM value 
required for raft simulation. For insunce, even at a low effective stress of 10 kPa, the modulus value is 
roughly four times greater than the suggested EEMM value of 16 MPa for Ondcrstepoorl clay.
Another point regarding the applicability of the triaxial moduli in rail design, is the question of strains. Par­
ticularly in the case of the saturated samples, the strains arc very small which is definitely not the case in the
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12.0 THE OEDOMETER TEST
12.1 Introduction
The oedomticr moduli are important in thai Uiey take into account both swell and consolidation although
Ihc literature survey. Thus the standard ocdomclcr moduli can be classified as being either s*'eH or consol­
idation moduli respectively. For 'he purposes of raft design, both moduli should ideally be considered because 
both processes of swell and consolidation arc at work under a raft from the time of rail construction onwards.
in this experimental phase the following stress paths were followed to determine the moduli values:
1. Swell under load tests : A group of samples with Ihe same initial water contents are loaded under dif­
ferent surcharges and then saturated alter which the swell is monitored.
2. A sample is loaded with a load approximated to the estimated swelling pressure. AJler sample saturation 
the equilibrium value of the sample deformation is recorded following which the sample is unloaded. 
Subsequent reloading is then undertaken.
3. Compression at constant moisture content.
4. Constant rate of strain ocdometer tests.
5. Tests wilh a modified strain controlled oedometer.
All of the samples were statically compacted in a mould as shown in figure 62. Note that the purpose of the 
porous stone shown in this figure is to act as a filler. Thus, prior to testing, the stone wzs removed which 
allowed sufficient room (-I-/- 5mm) for the sample to swell. In tests where Ihe sample was not to be saturated,
the stone was omitted and the sample was compacted to the full height of Ihc ring. The target dry density
for all the samples was set at 1440kg/m3
As stated in die literature survey, static compaction as opposed to kneading compaction may instil a larger 
total suction in the soil. Therefore, one might expect different material behaviour depending on the technique 
used for sample compaction. However, If a basic procedure is used for the samples, then a basis for com­
parison is established.
The Oedometer Test.
days. The minimum curing lime was established on the basis of Moo (1941) as presented in the literature
. prepared to the full height, a narrow steel plate of known Height.
the top surface of the oedomctcr ring and this plate as a platform for sample
height measurements. Height taken by means of a pair of vernier callipers which
had a maximum resolution of 0.05mm.
The samples were compacted with filter paper included between the soil and the two plungers of the mould. 
This was done to prevent the soil from sticking to the plunger surfaces when the sample was removed from 
the mould. Before testing it was impossible to remove the filter paper from the soil sufaces without undue 
disturbance so therefore all the samples were tested with the inclusion of filter paper. This goes contrary to 
what was stated in the literature survey but it was thought that the compressibility of the filter paper could
This correction curve was established by replacing the soil specimen with a steel plug together with filter paper
plotted for the case of wet and dry filler paper respectively (figure 63). This figure shows that when the first 
load was applied, a large deflection occurred which is a general characteristic of the apparatus- For this 
reason, it is very difficult to establish, with any accuracy, the initial dial gauge reading associated with ihe 
initial height of the sample. Therefore, when the first load was applied to a sample, the initial reading on the 
dial gauge was recorded (ic'thal reading which corresponds to the initial sample height) only once this in- 
stanlancou' deformation had taken place. Consequently, all the oedomctcr results have been corrected on 
the basis of shifting up the correction curve so that it passes through the origin.
12.2 Swell under load tests.
12.2.1 Introduction
Besides using this test to determine the magnitude of the swell stiffness at different initial water contents, this i
k!ti. is also useful in determining the Btacltlty swell pressure as well as a measure of the free swell (ic swell ;
under no load). There is also great value in comparing the pcrecnlage swell calculated from the formula 
presented by Brackley (1983) and those measured in this investigation.
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12.2.2 Experim ental Technique
One of ihc main problems experienced witi) this tcM was lhat, alXer curing, the samples had an irregular, 
surfacc. Tills was most probably due to the fact that waief was no! equally distributed in Hie sample during 
the compaction stage, and thus, during the curing period, Oie day swelled locally in the process ofi loislure 
migration. The magnitude of these irregularities was such that the error in tlie initial sample height meas­
urements was of Ihc order cf 0.4%.
Once loaded in the oedometer, the samples were inundated alter approximately S minutes, This procedure 
differs from Ihe -ne used by Brackicy (1983) who left the samples for two hours under the load before 
inundation. In this ease it was fell that by doing this, the sample would be dried out excessively because it 
was usually warm and dry in the laboratory. Also, the porous stones in the oedomctci-were kept initially dry • 
bccausc in this way it was felt that close control over the initial water content could bo maintained
The dial gauge reading corresponding to the initial sample height was takra just before inundation. However, 
to be strictly correct, the procedure should be one of determining the dial gauge reading before and after load 
application. This would then allow one to reduce the initial sample height based on the extent of the defor­
mations under the applied load. Unfortunately, the s.irface irregularities mentioned previously made this 
procedure impossible because it was fell that any deformation occuring under the load was largely 'he result 
of compression of the ^ regularities. Thus no correction to the initial sample height was applied. Co,-"Bction 
for oedometer compressibility was also not applied because the zero reading was taken after the deformation 
due to oedometer compressibility had taken place.
After inundation some of the samples underwent a collapse settlement before undergoing swell particularly 
under the higher load- Ms can only be ascribed to the softening of the small irregularities un the surfacc 
of the sample before the sample wetted up. The order of magnitude of this settlement was in the order 1% 
in Ihc extreme case and it is debatable as to whether or not this should be added to Ihc final percent swell. 
In this case this was not done for the sake of applying a consistent procedure to all of the samples.
The samples were allowed to undergo swell for a period of two days as suggested by Brackicy (1983).
12.2.3 Discussion of the results
The sample preparation data is given in'tables 9 and 10.
Figure 64 displays Ihc swell versus lime relationships for various samples at different water contents under 
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a load of 22k Pa. Most of the swell lakes place in under 7 hours (approximately 400 minuir '(Mat 
of the sample at an initial water conlco: of 16.7%, some swell is still evident even after a fcrw. . 
last point on the curve).
The first few tests were performed with material that was oven dried to a condition of zero water content. 
This was done because it was thought that sample preparation would iv  made easier if the material that one 
is starling with has a fixed known water content- However, it .'"as later found out that oven drying the soil 
even at temperatures below 110° alters the material. In the light of this new knowledge, material straight from 
a storage bin was used, and the tests were repeated. A comparison o f  the percentage swell from each of tliese
figure 66).
When one examines the data presented in tabic 9 then it is apparent that, given two samples with the same 
initial conditions, totally different values of ««•'& a;e recorded. .For eximp • " i Vc.’. vt fles al. an initial 
watercontaitof2S% and loaded to 11 kPa, •: ''tai,forlliotiirce 1-. ■ >Ai, r.t"6.)V4, 3.7%
and 2.3% were measured respectively, Hot . . . .  -" rage of the I • • •. s  i -  'Tis to more rea­
sonable estimate of the swell relative to the ■ ‘ Viu •iderh*'*. ' ),wj&
Best fit lines have been fitted through the data tiy means k ' •'•••-rfl rcyetsion (table II). Where more
than one estimate of swell exists at a particular loith, an » •: • l'c ei' iv'dl was used in the rcgrv-siion 
analysis.
In spite of the experimental difficulties mcntiorrcd m iiet ihtS'C is ili'l a =ood straiglit line correlation beti’ten 
percent swell and log pressure. This table rb<irn ti.rti if a mliuvfl scale is used instead Of the log sN% 
then an equally good lit can be obtained in mosLia*, .If Brackley’s s«timption is eorreti OeUV.ifi U«.lincS 
should pass through the same point on the perccriliVftH « log pressure curve) then it is cvldiuit t6»t by tsing. 
a non-log plot one can predict this point with greater consistency (table 12). Also, tne po sent free-sntil for 
the mg plot is consistently double that of the natural plot. Thus it seems clear that the way the results arc 
plotted can give different values of the output parameters.
Table 13 compares values of percentage swell derived from this cxpcrinieBlat program with those derived 
from the equation proposed by Brack!ey (1983) id
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“/.swell = (5.3-147^/PMogp)(0.S25.PI + 4.1-C^S.w) (3)
Where e = Original void ratio of sample 
PI -  Piastidiy Index of the whole sample 
p -  Applied pressure in kPa 
w — Original sample moisture content (%)
In this case the original void ratio was set at 0.96 which was the average value of the void ratio for all the 
samples prepared. The PI used in the calculation was 39. In general, agreement is very poor and it appears 
as if the Drackley equation undtr-predicts the percentage swell. However, the equation is extremely sensitive 
to changes in PI llrackley (1983), and it was found that if a  PI of 42 was. used then the predicted percentage
to gain a better fit because the PI of the sample can obviously vary within a given soil body. Thus, to make 
proper use of of this equation, one would definitely need a good estimate of the variation of the PI within the 
soil mass. Perhaps then an average value of the PI xiuld be used to calculate the percentage swell.
In Ineory. the pressure required to prevent swell can be calculated by simply setting equation (3) equal to 
zero. This yields the following equation for the swelling pressure : 
logp, -  5.3 - 147-c/PI 
"iVherc p, is the swelling pressure
Using this formula with a void ratio of 11.96 and a PI of 39%, a swelling pressure of only 50 kPa is is . si- 
cuL-Hcd. This is obviously an underestimate but if the PI is changed by only 10% (to give a value of 43%) 
then a difference in swelling pressure of roughly 100% results.
The modulus values have been given in table 11 for each of the best (it lines. These values are simply the 
inverse of the slojx: of the best-fit lines and thus reflect an increase in modulus with an increase in moisture 
content.
te Ocdomcter Test.
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123 Oedometer tests on saturated samples
12.3.1 T est Objective.
, The object of this lesi is lo determine Ihc following three moduli from tests on saturated samples:
1. Modulus in the normally consolidated stress range.
2. Modulus in the ovcrconsoiidated stress range
3. Unloading modulus.
12.3.2 Experim ental Procedure
Three samples were prepared at target water contents of IS. 20 and 2:% respectively. After a  4 day curing 
period the samples ivcrc loaded in the oedometer up to a load of 120 kPa. This was assumed to he the ap­
proximate value of the swelling pressure based on the swell under load curves. In this case the problem of 
the uneven sample surface straight after curing was dreumvented by recomprcssing the samples to give them 
a fiat surface before mounting them in the oedometer cell. After mounting the samples in the oedometer ceil 
Ihc samples were inundated and after a period of 2 days ihc samples were unloaded. Each load was applied 
for a period of 24 hours, and after the unloading cycle was completed the samples were reloaded again. The
each sample arc plotted in figures 67, 69 and 70 respectively. Figure 68 is a duplicate of figure 65 except that 
a log plot is used.
12.3.3 Discussion of the results.
The first point lo notice is that all the samples showed varying degrees of swell under the estimated swelling 
pressure load. This demonstrates that it is very difficult to define a swellirfg pressure with accuracy. A com­
parison of the two methods of plotting the data (figures 67 and 68) shows the advantages of using the log scale 
becausc the eficct of giving a linear plot in the over-consolidated range. However, this is misleading as far 
as modulus is concerned because on the linear plot there is a slight degree of non-linearity in this region.
Values of the diiTcreni moduli pertaining to the different regions of the curves are given in table 15. The fact 
that the moduli from all the tests agree fairly well for each of the comparable regions on the curves was to 
bo expected bccausc all the samples were in a saturated state once the first unloading cycle commenced. A
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The Oedomctct Test.
12.4 Oedometer Compression Tests at Consr .J  Moisture 
Content
12.4.1 Experimental Technique
The aim of ihis scries of tests was to determine the moduli obtained when the samples
All the samples were statically compacted in the mould as shown in figure 62, but in this case the porous stone 
was omitted and the samples were Ik < compacted to the full height of the ring. Alter compaction, the samples 
were scaled in plastic wrapping and allowed to cure for a period of four days. As usual, after the curing pe­
riod, the sample had an uneven surface which necessitated sample recompaction to obtain smooth surfaces. 
Once the oedometer was mounted in the oedometer cell, the whole cell was sealed by means of a plastic bag, 
the opening of which, was taped to the sides of the oedometer cell. As a further precaution - to prevent 
moisture loss - moist strips of filler paper wen 'so scaled in with the sample.
As in the case of the urtconfmod triatial tests, samples with target initial water contents of 20%, 25% and 
33% respectively were tested. The sample preparation daft is gi cn in table 16. Lastly, ail the results were 
corrected for the effects of apparatus and filter paper deformations as previously described.
12.4.2 Discussion of the Results
Unfortunately, as indicated in table 16, sample OD33/2 lost an appreciable amount of water during the test, 
" ^  but if one assumes that only half of the moisture was lost during the initial load cycle, then the moisture loss
; cannot be considered to be too significant with regard to the calculated first load cycle modulus.
o  ■' .
Figures 71 and 72 show die consolidation curves for the samples at water contents of 25% and 33% re­
spectively. These curves show that a load duration of 24 hours may not be sufficient especially at lower loads. 
It was therefore decided to repeat the test at a moisture content of 33%, but this time a load duration of 48 
0  hours would be used (figure 73). As expected, the curve with the longer load duration lies below that of the
I curve with the shorter load duration and furthemorc, the shape of the two curves appears to be different.
- J
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Figure 74 presents the stress strain curves from the samples al water contents of roughly 20% and 26% and, 
as evident from these curves, there are two dislinct regions to the stress strain curves. The first region occurs 
in tile low stress range and is non-linear. No doubt, in this region, bedding-in tilccts have also had an influ-, 
cnce on the results. The second region is linear and o-curs al much larger stress ranges. This finding is con­
sistent with Ihc w jrk of Frcdiund (i969) who ascribes the linear behaviour to the compression of the air voids 
within the partially saturated soil. In the case of tile sample at a  water content of 33%, the normally and 
evcrcoasoiidalcd regions arc more or less indistinct from each other particularly in the case of the samples 
•which had a 48 hour ioad duration.
With regard to the sample at a water content of 20% it seems reasonable to conclude that the soil is still in 
the non-linear region and that perhaps al higher applied stress level? , the soil would also display a linear 
stress strain relationship. A C, value has been calculated from the load deformation curves in the large stress 
range for the sample at an initial water content of 33% (figure 75). This sample was chosen for the C, cal­
culation bccause its initial water content corresponded to that of full saturation. As is expected, the C, values 
arc very small indeed.
Table 17 contains cst-males of 'he moduli for the initial non-linear region of the curve as wtil as the linear 
region of the curve. Most of the samples ate cxtiimdy stiff in the non-linear range whitih implies that the 
soil skeleton can lake the load without deforming much itself. However, when more load is applied, the soil ->
It is interesting to note that in the case of the samples at a moisture content of 33%, the modulus is actually 
slightly less for a shorter load duration when working in the linear region over a comparable stress range.
However, this diflercncc could also be influenced by variations in the samples themselves.
It appears that, as far as the modulus corresponding to the linear region Is concerned, it is not greatly aHected 
beyond a water content of 25% by changes in water content. This may also be true lor lower moisture con- . 
tents as well, bul unfortunately, the sample at a moisture content of 20 % was not loaded to a suflitiemly
J
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12.5 Constant Rate o f Strain Oedometer.
12.5.1 Experim ental Procedure.
iliis lest scries is the same as ihc constant moisture content lesls In the oedometer, ihe only difference being 
that the method of loading wss changed. As the name implies, the oedometer samples were loaded at a 
conslarA rale of strain. This was easily achieved by mounting the oedometer cell In Die biaxial apparatus 
which was adapted slightly for Ihe purpose. This adaption consisted of screwing a bar into the the base of 
the proving ring so tl.al a connection was formed between the proving ring and the oedometer cell. The 
sample preparation technique was exactly the same as in the previous session so it wUS not he repeated here. 
However in this testing series, a slurry specimen was also prepared.
Before any samples were tested, a  test was undertaken to determine how much deformation was actually due 
to the to deforma lions in the apparatus ilsclf. In this test asteel plug together willi filter paper was substituted 
for the sample in the oedomeler ceil and a slress strain curve for this arrangement was then plotted out. The 
results from this test showed that, alter a bedding-in region, the stress strain curve was linear, having a slope 
of 90 MPa and 104 MPa for the wot and dry filter paper respectively. The bedding-in region extended from 
0 to 0.2% strain which is an interesting finding because it shows dial bedding-in elfccts are slil! significant 
c«cn when the surfaces are relatively smooth. The actual curve that was used to correct the results was drawn 
through the origin because Ihe amount of bedding-in varies with each dilTcrcrl sample and thus cannot be 
corrected for.
Estimates of Ihc required strain rate were based on data presented by Sallbrds (1975) who showed that slrain 
rates in the wide range of ^ -0006 to 0.02 mm/min would not generate significantly different strets strain curves 
for highly plastic saturated clays.
12.5.2 Presentation o f the results
The sample preparation data is given in table 18. The first samples to be tested were samples 0020/10, 
OD25/12 and the slurry specimen (figures 76 and 77). The results from sample OD25/12 indicated that the 
stiffness was extremely large so it was therefore decided to repeat the tcsls at slower slrain rales because il 
was suspected that the large stl'lncss was as a result of the excessively fast strain rates.
The results of these tcsls are shown in figure 78. The reason why the stress strain curve for Ihe sample at a 
moisture content of 26% is so devoid ^'points is because the. test was not slowed down duriilg the evening.
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Or this figure, the results from the standard ocdomclcr tests liavc also been plotted. In the case of ttic sample 
at a moisture content of 25% and tested under CRS conditions, the stress strain curve does not appear to 
show the two distinct regions as evident in the results from tiic standard test Perhaps this is due to the fact, 
that there arc too few points on the curve as vzeil as because the applied stress is not large enough to take the 
sample into the overconsoiidslcd range. However, agreement between the two tests seems to be much better 
in the case of tile sample at 33% moisture conlmt.
The moduli arc given in table 19. These moduli have were calculated by means of fitting a best-fit line through 
the points alter bedding-in effects, in practice this was achieved by extrapolating a line backwards from the 
Iasi point on the graph. In the case of the slurry specimen, a minimum and maximum modulus has been 
quoted to take into account the cTfccts of non-linearity.
if  one compares the moduli values from sample OD25/12 and OD25/13 then it turns out that the effect of 
reducing (he strain rate by a factor of 13 was to rciiuco Iho modulus by a factor of 1.75. It would have been 
interesting to have repealed the test with an even slower strain rale, but the point has been made that it is 
preferable to use as slow a strain rate as possible.
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12.6 Measured Oedometer Moduli Related to Raft 
Design.
TTic swell under toad moduli determined here (table H) agree very wetf with the resutts from (he Sanders 
(1989). For instance, al an initial moisture content of 22%. Sanders (loc. tiL) calculated a sw»U under load 
modulus of 1.76 MPa while Ihe result obtained here is 1.72 MPa. Interestingly. Sanders used a much higher 
Jccsity or roughly 1800 kg.'m1 which seems to indicate that the swdl under load modulus is not greatly ef­
fected by density. As was mentioned in the literature survey, it appears as if the value of the EEMM from 
the swell under load oedometer tests can be used directly in the evaluation of the EEMM where there is a 
deep residual iayer of expansive clay. Alternatively, the swell under load oedometer tesis can be. Jed to define 
the swelling pressure and free swell of cach soil layer, and equation 3 and 4 is then applied to calculate the
EEMM.
I The consolidation moduli belong to two well known regions, namely the overconsolidatcd region and the
] normally consolidated region respectively. In most cases, the overconsolidatcd modulus was of the order of
twice the normally consolidated modulus. It is also evident that if swell is allowed to occur prior to consol- 
i idation, then lower moduli values are measured. For instance, the normally consolidated modulus is 16 MPa
! when the sample is consolidated from a sat urated state, while it is only 6 MPa when the sample is consol-
| idated from a point after swell has taken place.
In any event, the consolidation moduli arc generally too large to be used in the raft design program developed 
by Wdgcan (1988). However, the moduli from the virgin compression curves of the samples that underwent 
■ swell, approach the low moduli values required for correct, raft designVmulation. But of course these values
are only applicable at very large applied stresses which are not relevant to the field situation.
o
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Conclusions and Recommendations
13.0 Laboratory and Field Moduli Compared.
The moduG from Uic field and laboratory arc plollcd in figure 79. The field results are taken from figure 40a 
while in the ease of the laboratory tests, representative values for each type of test have been plotted. In this 
plot, the moduli values have been plotted against applie! stress simply because the applied stress range over 
which the moduli were measured is known for both (he field acd laboratory tests. It can of course be argued 
that the different moduli have been measured under such divtr^i-r, conditions that they are not directly 
comparable. However, the purposes of this graph is to illustrate the large scadet in the results, rather than 
to establish some strict relationship between the variables.
It must be noted that the laboratory moduli have been plotted as a single point, whereas in reality, the moduli 
value is applicable over a wider stress range in some cases. For example, in the constant moisture content 
ocdomcter test, the normally consolidated modulus is applicable in the range 450-1400 kPa. Comcu.jcntiy, 
only the midpoint of the stress range is shown for the purposes of simplifying the plot a„d to gain a neater 
diagram. Also, in the case of the biaxial moduG, only the initial tangent moduli have been plotted for the 
second load cycle to represent the upper limit of modulus for this type oflcsullowever, the true initial tangent 
rrsduti are probably even larger because the compliance of the apparatus itself was not accounted for.
The only correlation shown in the plot is a weak tendency lor the results to fall into three groups. Group A 
represents values of modulus measured at low stresses and, even within this group, there is a large scatter. 
Besides the very good a$reemeat between the field and laboratory swell under load lest discussed previously, 
there is also fair agreement between the partially saturated triaxial modulus (water content 31%) and the 
CRP plate modulus. One would presume that the effect of fissures in be soil was responsible for reducing 
the modulus in the case of the CRP plate test.
Group C represents low values of modulus measured at high stresses- .The values are low because either the 
high stresses force the soil into the normally consolidated range in the ease of the oedometer, or because the 
soil was approaching failure in the case of the plate test.
Group B contains values of moduli which are relatively large at intermediate values of stress. Generally, 
oedometer moduli values from the overconsolidated range fail into Ibis region. There appears to be good 
agreement between the pressuremeter modulus and the constant moisture content oedometer modulus at a 
water content of 25%. However, this ma/ be partly coincidental because the two moduli values have been 
measured under vastly different conditions.
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Finally, because (he overall picture is one of Urge leader in the results, it appears as if the laboratory and 
field moduli are poorly oMTdaecd, but more letii arc required before tfiil c»n be Hazed a» a genera) 
racLPerhaps, if it were possiMe to relate the modus values to strain, then possibly a better correlation could 
be obtained. Howcv$r, the swell under load laboratory and field tests agree very well which is extremely 
significant in Uie case of stiffened raft design as has been previously mentioned.
14.0 Reccomended Procedure to Determine the 
Modulus.
This work attempted to draw together the many estimates of modulus for the Ondersiepoort clay. !l has been 
shown that the scatter in the results is very large indeed, and this is partly due to the many cBTerent circum­
stances under which the modulus was measured. However, the large variation in the modulus must also 
surely be due to the complex nature of the material itself.
Thus, one cannot simply talk about 'a modulus' for a soil. One always needs to consider which modulus is 
most appropriate to the partici lar application to which the modulus is to be puL To illustrate this point, this 
"project"has clearly shown that the modulus for Ondersiepoort clay can be anything between IMPa and 14$ 
MPa depending on the technique employed for it's measurement.
However, in the case of stiffened rail foundation design, back analysis of full scale experimental rails as well 
as field swell under load tests have.shown that a modulus as low as 2.6 MPa is applicable for Ondersiepoort 
-  day. Not surprisingly, the laboratory swell under load tests are the only tests which give moduli values within 
this range. For this reasoe, as well as the fact that the field and laboratory swell under load tests showed 
good agreement, il can be recommended that this test be used to determine the modulus or EEMM value 
required in the desiga program developed by Pidgeon (1988) where there fed deep residual soil layer. In the 
case where there are distinctly different soil layers with different soil properties, an analytical analysis using 
equations 3 and would have to be used. Also, the swell under load test is the only test which incorporates 
the process of sweU which implies that this test emulates the field stress path a little more closely than ail the 
oiher laboratory tests. On the other hand, it must also be stressed that the 'modulus' derived from this test 
is not really a modulus in the true sense of the word. Thi fact that the swell under load modulus increases 
with decreasing water content illustrates this point.
Laboratory «ed Field ModtiK Compared.
The point to note ii UtaU if '4 weren't For the bedt analysis of the raft H would be difficult to recommend an 
appropriate value of the modulus. Perhaps, without any other Information, one would use a modulus some­
where between a consolidation modulus and a swell under load modulus. An analysis of this son would yield 
a modulus of roughly 6 - 8  MPa for Ondcnlepoort day. This happens us be of the order of four times the 
required modulus for accurate raft simulation for design purposes and therefore, the computer model requires 
some sort of 'calibration" as it were. Perhaps it could be argued that this calibration process is required be­
cause the design model deviate so much from rtafiy by using the "plate on mound" approach in the first 
place. No doubt if a different modelling approach was used (for instance a swell under load model), a dif­
ferent range of moduli values would be applicable.
In any case, it has been shown that, because of the large scatter in the modulus values, back analysis are 
definitely required in computer models to gain some idea of what the input values should be. and also what 
test correctly predicts this value.
15.0 Other General Conclusions
Other more general conclusions emanating from this work can be fisted as follows:
1. With regard to the triaxial tests, it was found that at the same iciiiel effective consolidation stress, there 
was reasonable agreement between the initial tangent modulus measured from the first load cycle in a 
standard test, and that measured in the stage loaded lest. However, the shear strength of the stage loaded 
samples seemed to be reduced especially in the case of the drained tots.
2. The Bradcley equation could he used to calculate the value of swell stifihess if Ike water content. PI and 
void ratio of the relevant soil layers are known. However, it has been shown that the equation is very 
sensitive to small changes in PI which makes it less useful in practise. Also, from the limited data pre­
sented here, it is evident ttot a normal plot instead of a log plot could be used to present the data from 
the swell under load tests because the cocfiicicnl of correlation using a normal plot is not significantly 
reduced as compared to using a log plot Also, by using a normal plot, the Brackley swelling pressure
3. At relatively low stress levels (say 0 to 500 kPa), the CRS oedometer and conventional oedometer 
produced stress strain curves which were relatively similar to cash other for sample, at water contents 
of 2554 and 32% respectively. The correlation between the two tests at larger stresses cannot be com­
mented apon because the CRS oedometer tests were only conducted to a stress of roughly 500 kPa.
Other General Conclusions
16.0 Suggestions For Further Research
The n u t step in stiffsncd rail foiir.dacion doipi techniques, ii the deveto pm cot of a design package which 
models the suction changes occuring under a raft and then quiinliiif die the resultaQt swell by means of a 
parameter similar to the Instability Index. Such an approach b described in detail by Pidgeon (1980c) but a 
design technique of this nature wiU not prove successf-J until sliflhesi is related to changes in suction. Obvi­
ously suction controlled oedomcters would hiive to be used to quamif, ;.udi a relalionship.
I also believe that the eflect of the use different solute types and concentrations la laboratory tests on ex­
pansive days need, to be investigated further, The findings of such an investigation may show that the free 
swell and swelling pressure in the Bracldey swell under load test is significantly influenced when the sample 
is inundated with a solution as opposed to distilled water.
Suggestions For Farther Research
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